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Defies P C Poll:

Reagan Wins Big Nationwide
by Dan McCormack
Last night. President Ronald
Reagan defeated challenger Walter
Mondale in a landslide victory. At
11:22 p.m., Mr. Mondale conceeded the election to the incumbent. A
poll was taken by The Cowl over
this past weekend and it shows that
PC students were strongly divided
over the question of who should be
elected president.

A poll o f 100 students, divided
equally by sex, indicated that the
candidates were in a virtual dead
heat.
President Reagan had been, or
would be, awarded 48 percent of
the sam pled students votes.
Similarly, former Vice-President
Mondale was the choice of another
48 percent of the student votes.
Four percent of those polled had

not yet made up their minds.
When broken down by sex, con
trasts do emerge. Walter Mondale
was the overwhelming choice of the
males surveyed, walloping Mr.
Reagan by a margin of 60 percent
to 40 percent. Among females,
these figures were dramatically
reversed, as the President beat his
Democratic challenger bv the figure

See ELECTION, page 3

Fr. Duffy Elected:
New Prior
The Rev. Francis C. Duffy, O.P., a former vice president for stu
dent services at Providence College, has been elected Prior o f the Col
lege’s Dominican community. He succeeds the Very Rev. Thomac J.
Ertle, O .P., who is now assistant to the Provincial and Vicar provin
cial of the Province of St. Joseph, headquartered in New York City.
As prior, Father Duffy is the religious superior for the 70 Dominican
priests and brothers who are members of St. Thomas Aquinas Priory,
one of the largest Dominican communities in the world.
A 1953 graduate of PC, Father Duffy was ordained a Dominican
priest in 1960 after studying at the College o f the Immaculate Con
ception in Washington, DC. He taught at Aquinas High School, Col
umbus, Ohio before coming to PC in 1963. Since then, Father Duffy
has served as assistant dean of men (1965-1966), assistant to the vice
president for development (1966-1967), assistant to the president
(1967-1969), and vice president for
student services (1969-1981).
A native of Providence, Father Duffy holds a master of public ad
ministration degree from the University o f Rhode Island.

Kd Asner, President of the Screen Actors Cuiid, spoke in Aquinas Lounge last Thursday. Here Asner receives a PC
sweatshirt from Rhode Island Democrat Matthew J. Smith.
(Photo by Kevin Mahoney)

Ed Asner in Aquinas Lounge
by Julie M. Norko
On Thursday, November 1, Ed
Asner, President of the Screen Ac
tors Guild and star o f television’s
“ Lou G rant,” spoke in Aquinas
Lounge at a rally sponsored by the
Young Democrats Club.
Matthew Smith, Speaker of the
House of Representatives in Rhode
Island, introduced Asner and
presented to him a Providence Col
lege Sweatshirt on behalf o f the
Young D em ocrats o f PC.
Asner demonstrated his support
o f Mondale and Ferraro through
jokes and humorous anecdotes.
This humor brought an enthusiastic
response, from the crowd.
Asner began by discussing
students as the “ hope of
America.” He stressed involvement
in government by “ speaking up”
and stated that, regardless o f the
polls, “ we are still in the race.”
No reason exists why one must
follow the government with blind
patriotism, Asner claimed. Concer
ning patriotism, Asner, quoting
Mark Twain, said, “ My kind of
loyalty is loyalty to one’s country,
not to its institutions or office
holders.”
Comparing President Reagan to
the “ Wizard of Oz” , Asner stated
that Reagan’s answers had “ no

substance, no meat, and many
times, no truth.”
Asner then examined Reagan’s
claim that two-thirds o f the
military budget is used for salaries
and wardrobe. However, Asner
stated, that the remaining “ onethird will be 100 billion dollars in
1985.”
Using sarcasm to dissuade
would-be Reagan supporters and
excite Mondale supporters, Asner
claimed that Ronald Reagan could
“ Make this country what it once
was: an arctic region covered by
According to Asner, the Reagan
adm inistration’s priorities are
distorted in the areas o f employ
ment, senior citizens, the disabled,
the arts, the environment and
education.
To demonstrate Reagan’s views
on education, Asner stated, “ I find
it illogical that Reagan is trying to
save the people of Nicaragua from
a legally elected government that,
among other things, has lowered its
illiteracy rate to 12% while our
country has a 20% illiteracy rate.
A nd Reagan keeps cutting
education.”
Asner accused Reagan of sup
pressing freedom of speech, and
cutting funding o f Public Televi
sion. He then reminded the crowd

that, if re-elected, the President has
the potential to appoint four or five
Supreme Court judges.
Concerning unions, Asner claim
ed that Reagan promised, as Presi
dent, to protect the textile industry
and its jobs. “ Since his election,”
Asner stated, “ over a half a million
textile workers are unemployed.

Fr. Hyacinth "E ddy" P ut/, O .P., Dominican scholar,
preacher and missionary. See Story on page 3.

See ASNER, page 3

Help Available for Tranfers
by Carolyn D’Alessandro
For all the transfer students at
Providence College who are ex
periencing feelings of loneliness
and lack of acceptance by other
students on campus, there is a place
“ The Transfer Club is a club
designed for transfer students to
alleviate problems that transfers
may have in meeting people and
knowing where to go socially,” ex
plained president of the club, Bren
da Colangelo.
Colangelo, a transfer student
herself, suggested to other transfer
students to get involved in the col
lege. “ Don’t be discouraged right

away,” she said. “ You have to
keep on going."
Colangelo also recommended
talking to another student to lessen
the loneliness. Colangelo added
that she is available and willing to
listen to another transfer student if
someone wants to talk. She said
that the conversation will be held
in the strictest confidence.
"Talking to another transfer stu
dent who has been there before
helps a lot," said Colangelo, “ and
just knowing that there are a lot of
other students in the same boat
makes it so much easier.”
The Transfer Club started at the
end of last year because the transfer

INSIDE THE COWL....
NEWS...Dorm elections were held this Thursday. For the j
results turn to page 2.
EDITORIALS...The improvements at Raymond Cafeteria are
praised on page 6.
FEATURES...Meet Rev. Francis C. Duffy, the college’s new
Prior, on page 13.
SPORTS...The men’s soccer team continued its winning ways
this week. Read about New England's #1 team on page 20.

The Transfer Club officers are, from lefl lo right: Mary Poore and Brenda Colangelo (silling) and Ann Jackson and Kalhlccn Vetter (standing).
(Photo by Kevin H. Coughlin)

students had a hard time meeting
people, explained Colangelo. In
September the club had a welcome
reception for the fall transfer
students.
The club hopes to sponsor dif
ferent things with other clubs so
that the students will have an op
portunity to meet more people and
become more involved. According
to Colangelo, some trips planned
for this year are a trip into New
York City to see the Christmas
show, a trip to Boston, ski trips and
a day cruise in April.
Another hope o f the club, said
Colangelo, is to. find a room which
the club can reserve for an hour a
day for transfer students to meet
and talk together about any pro
blems they might be having.
Anyone who is interested in join
ing the Transfer Club may attend
the club’s next meeting on Wednes
day, November 14 at 3:00 in Room
103 Slavin Center. Students may
contact the president o f the club,
Brenda Colangelo, at 273-5855 or
Friar Box 2260, or any of the other
officers.
The officers of the club are:
President: Brenda Colangelo: VicePresident: Mary Poore; Secretary:
Kathy Vetter: Treasurer: Ann
Jackson; Chairperson of Social Ac
tivities: Jiovanne Kalenda and Ad
visor:
R oberta
M cNahon.
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NEWS
NEWS BRIEFS
Presidents Forum
Dr. Pelikan to Speak
The President’s Forum on Culture and Values will sponsor its 1984
autumn lecture on Tuesday, November 13, at 8 p.m., in ’64 Hall. The
speaker will be Dr. Jaroslav Pelikan, who is the Sterling Professor
o f History and the William Clyde DeVane Lecturer at Yale Universi
ty. His topic will be “ Culture, Values and Reformation: The Secular
Achievement o f Martin Luther.”
Dr. Pelikan’s credentials are impressive. He is the author o f more
than twenty books, the most recent o f which is The Vindication o f
Tradition (1984) and has been an editor o f eight other major works,
including the Encyclopedia Britannica. He has been the recipient of
19 honorary degrees, including one from Providence College in 1966,
and has been elected to such prestigious societies as the American
Academy o f Arts and Sciences; Council of Scholars, Library o f Con
gress; National Humanities Center; and Smithsonian Institution.
For further information, please contact Fr. Philip Smith (2152) or
Dr. Richard Grace (2233).

Philosophy Lecture
to be Held at PC
PROVIDENCE, RI—The philosophy department of Providence
College, in conjunction with the College’s chapter o f Phi Sigma Tau
(the national philosophy honor society), is sponsoring a lecture by
the Rev. James A. Weisheipl, O.P., on Thursday, November 15, at
7:30 p.m., in the College’s Blackfriars Theatre.
Fr. Weisheipl, professor o f philosophy at the University of Toron
to, will speak on the topic, “ Galileo and the Principle of Inertia.”
Fr. Weisheipl is the author of numerous books and articles and is
a major contributor to the New Catholic Encyclopedia, the Cambridge
History o f Medieval Philosphy and the History o f the University o f
Oxford. In addition to his work at the University of Toronto, he is
a professor of the history o f Medieval science and a senior,fellow at
the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies in Toronto.

★ CORRADINO,
continued from pg 6
But this is not the first time Mr. Corradino has played games with
other organizations. One must not forget his unsuccessful attempt to
have Fr. Peterson stop The Cowl from endorsing candidates, after
Mr. Corradino was not one of the candidates endorsed by The Cowl.
One must not also forget his success in keeping Providence Col
lege students out of ARISe, the Association o f Rhode Island Students
which was a major student lobby against the raise in the state’s drink
ing age. His jokes o f naming an “ Ambassador Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary” to engage in “ foreign relations” with
ARISe, while possibly amusing, were nonetheless ridiculous enough
to keep Congress from taking the resolution seriously, and thus it
didn’t pass. PC voices were never heard among those o f other RI
students at the State House last spring.
Mr. Corradino’s pranks are deplorable enough in their own right;
but given the power of his position, the power which he now uses
in attempting to destroy the college career o f a fellow student, his
actions are unforgivable. He does not seem responsible enough to han
dle the power that has been given him, and it is he, Joseph Carradino,
whom one should seriously consider removing from office.
While this article is not meant to be a personal attack on Mr. C or-'
radino’s character, nor is it meant to imply that he did anything il
legal, it is an attack on his irresponsible action, which is the latest
of a long string of improper and excessive actions on his part. Mr.
Haxton and the rest o f Student Congress should take steps to curb
Mr. Corradino’s behavior before it worsens Congress’ relations with
other organizations and reflects badly on Congress as a whole.

Feeling Under
Pressure?
•School
•Home
•Relationships

Talk It Over With
A Counselor
SLAVIN 210

7 of 10 newly elected dorm council president. Bottom row from left to right: Lori Vederane, Karen Kee.mer ana
Mary White. From ief. to right on the top row: Todd Wallace, Steve McLewen and Charlie O Comte ...

Dr. Mecca Addresses Congress
by Margaret Sweet
The November 5th meeting of
the Student Congress began with a
speech by Dr. Stephen J. Mecca,
V ice-president' o f Academ ic
Administration.
Dr. Mecca came to speak to the
Congress about various programs
and changes in the academic sector.
One program he commended
was a ACM student team in the
Math/Computer science depart
ment who placed fifth in a recent
competition.
Another change implemented for

this year’s freshmen class was the
institution of a Business Studies
track. This minor is for nonbtisiness majors, who wish to
become familiar with business
practices. Only students who have
a definite view o f future plans in
a technical field such as Marketing
and Finance are encouraged to ma
jor in those areas.
More advisors have been ap
pointed to work with undeclared
students. Every year there are more
students to enter PC undeclared.
According to Dr. Mecca these
“ students in that category are pro

bably the wisest, they won’t com
mit until they have to.”
The advisors are seen as brokers,
there to help the students to make
an educated decision.
A committee entitled the Project
for Applied Computing has issued
a report to the president of the col
lege with recommendations for
computer technology.
One recommendation is the in
stallation of computers. There will
be 220 workstations installed con
nected to 36 multu-user systems.
See C O N G R ESS, page 3

NEWS ANALYSIS

The Two Sides of Capital Punishment
By Daniel C. McCormack
During the past week, newspaper
readers and TV viewers were
greeted with news of executions in
North Carolina and Louisiana
These executions, which took the
lives of three condemned criminals,
elicited strong responses from both
advocates and opponents of capital
punishm ent. Such reactions
demonstrate the magnitude o f con
cern which surrounds this
controversy.
The subject of capital punish
ment has not always provoked the
kinds of disputes which it does to
day. Prior to the 1960’s the death
penalty was an accepted part of
nearly every state’s correctional
system. During th a t decade
however, public opinion turned

Dorm Council elections were
held on Thursday, November 1,
and the following people were
elected.
Aquinas Hall
Pres.-Karen Kelleher
V. Pres.— Mary Aquilino
Sec.—Katie McKeown
Treas.—Anne Piecuch
McVinney Hall
Pres.—Mary White
V. Pres.— Barb Froetscher
Sec.— Sue Sylvestre
Treas.— Veronica Hendrick
Meagher Hall
Pres.— Julie Habib
V. Pres.—Marcia Launder
Sec.— Marybeth Noonan
Treas.— Lauren Benson
Dore Hall
Pres.— Lori Verderame
V. Pres.—Carole Rapalje
Sec.— Lisa Keelen
Treas.— Jen Rout
McDermott Hall
Pres.— Fred Anthony
u Pres.— James Tuite

against the use of capital punish
ment, as the prisoner’s rights move
ment, together with other civil
liberties groups fought against it in
the courts. As a result o f their vic
tories in such cases, which
culminated in the 1976 Supreme
C ourt decision Furman vs.
Georgia, the death penalty was, for
all intents and purposes, outlawed.
Capital punishment advocates
.continued their fight for its reinstitution throughout the early
and middle 1970’s. Their efforts
bore fruit in 1976, as the Court, in
Gregg vs. Georgia, set down new
judicial guidelines which redefined
and restored the death penalty’slegal status.
As a result, capital punishment
has, since 1976, been an oft-utilized
correctional tool. But opponents

Treas.— Paul O’Brien
Sec.— Artie Richards
Guzman Hall
p res. —Dennis Wyatt
v. Pres.— Dennis Clair
Treas.— John DiCarlo
Sec.— Brian Donahue
Raymond Hall
Pres.—Charlie O ’Connell
v. Pres.—Joe Garvey
Treas.— Mike Dorgon
Stephen
Pres. —Todd Wallace
Sec.— Joe MacKinnon
Treas.—Jim Augur
Joseph Hall
Pres.— Steve McEwen
V. Pres.— Robert O’Neill
Treas.— Bill Lovely
Sec.— John McCabe
Fennell Hall
Pres.— Nick Chicos
V. Pres.— Chris Butler
Sec.—Tom Schreck
Treas.— Dan Vierra

have continued the fight to the pre
sent day, as they have employed
every 'legal weapon in their arsenal
to curtail its use.
What are the main points of
argument between supporters and
opponents of capital punishment?
Those favoring the continued use
fo the death penalty follow a "law
and order” line o f reasoning in
supporting their position. They
state that executions are beneficial
to society, as they serve as a deter
rent to certain types of potential of
fenders. Capital punishment would
also, according to proponents, pro
vide a means of ridding society of
its most incorrigible and dangerous
criminals. Therefore supporters of
the death penalty believe that the
benefits which society can accrue
far outweigh any possibly disad
vantageous consequences.
Opponents of the death penalty
hold to different opinions in
reference to this controversial
topic. Rejecting the contention that
those condemned are only a
menace to society, they counter this
assertion by claim ing that
everyone, regardless o f what crimes
he or she may have committed, can
be o f some use to the community.
They believe that the present
system is unreasonable and in
creases the possibility o f human er
ror, as the final judgment is left to
a single judge in each case. Further
more, they state that under current
conditions, minorities are more
likely than whites to receive death
sentences when such sentencing ex
ists as an option. But there most
pervasive and enduring argument
remains that such punishment con
stitutes “cruel and unusual punish
ment” in legalized form.
Thus, we can see that the capital
punishment issue is the source of
many disputes, eliciting highly
charged, emotional responses from
both advocates and opponents.
Although the Supreme Court seem
ingly resolved the question, its deci
sion only served to provoke more
contention. As long as the issue re
m ains, it seems th a t the
disagreements will continue.
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Death of a Dominican
by Tom Lennon
M ost heroes seem remote.
Although Bruce Jenner comes in
to our living rooms peddling
Wheaties, he and his Olympic ac
complishment seem far removed
from our humdrum lives. We ad
mire him but few o f us would even
think of imitating him.
Most o f us admire these persons
from afar. Even in our own day we
may find it a bit difficult to iden
tify with the priests, Brothers and
nuns at work among the poor of
Asia, Latin America, and Africa.
One may ask: What sort o f people
are these super-heroes who can
leave the warmth of home and live
in a far-off land, learn a whole new
language, eat the poor food o f the
poor, perhaps live in a hut where
jungle insects are horrible, and en
dure other hardships, maybe for
half a lifetime? What sort of ex
traordinary persons would do that?
But perhaps that question is all
wrong. Maybe it doesn’t take a
super-hero, an extraordinary
person...
Eddie Putz was my freshman
roommate at Providence College.
Sometimes Eddie talked about
being a missionary. I would cringe,
for I was not an adventurous soul.
When he would begin talking about
going to one of these primitive
lands, I would remind him of a
strange habit he had: He was
forever washing his hands. For
some unexplainable reason, he
could never get them clean enough.
I would razz him: “ W hat the heck
would you do in the wilderness
where you couldn’t wash your
hands every five minutes?” Eddie
would laugh and say, “ I know, I
know...”
He seemed not at all extraor
dinary. Definitely not a super-hero.
For nearly a quarter of a century
now Eddie has been a missionary
in Pakistan. As a Dominican priest,
my roommate of long ago has been
bringing the Good News of Jesus

to people who live thousands of
miles from Jersey City. I can guess
only dimly at the hardships in
volved. L earning the U rdu,
langauge must not have been easy.
In a letter Eddie told me that none
o f the natives could understand
ANY of the first sermon he preach
ed in their language. Once when he
was offering Mass a rat leaped
down from the rafters o f the barn
right onto the altar. The general liv
ing conditions were not noteworthy
for cleanliness, and I imagine Ed
die could not wash his hands often.
I presume that at times (maybe very
often) he was homesick, lonely in
a strange land, hated some o f the
strange food, and suffered from
the heat. But he’s still there.
Apparently the most ordinary
person in the world can become a
missionary bringing tidings of great
joy to people starving for happiness
and good news...
On Friday, October 5, 1985, at,
1:30 a.m ., Fr. Hyacinth Putz,
O .P ., closed his eyes in death at
Holy Family Hospital, Karachi.
Fr. H yacinth had been in
Karachi, residing at first in the
Dominican House of Studies at the
Seminary, and finally at Holy
Family Hospital, under treatment
for a critical liver infection that
eventually proved fatal.

Fr. Joseph L. Lennon, O .P., Is presented with the latest of his many golf trophies after winning a recent tourney.
(Photo by Brian Thomas Thornton)

★ CO NG RESS, from page 2
This will insure that all students
have access to computers. The
computers will not be limited to
computer students, but will be
available to all majors.
The Committee on Legislative
Affairs, chaired by Kevin McCar
thy, issued a statement against the
resolution read last week by Joe
Carradino regarding the BOP
constitution.

The statement recognized that
the resolution was “technically cor
rect but needlessly provocative and
impetuous,” and “ not conducive
to relations between Congress and
the BOP.”
Joe Carradino protested, saying
“ the resolution was made in cor
rect procedure and was needed.”
He stated that the minority report
of the Legislative Affairs Commit
tee insisted that the “ resolution
wasn’t tactless or defamatory, it
was a clear, objective statement of

fact.”
Class of '85 President John Colantoni announced that Friday
Night at the Rat was a success. The
winner of the JRW Limo Raffle is
Peter Keogh. Also, on Nov. 16th
there will be a Garden Cafe Party.
Class of ’86 President Mike
Reagan announced that JRW is
this weekend. Ring raffle tickets
will be sold until ring distribution
at 4:00. The “ Men o f PC ” calen
dar is coming along. More photos
are needed.

NOW THERE’S A FARE
FOR PEOPLEWITH MORE
M AINS THAN MONEY

★ E L E C T I O N , from page 1
of 56-40. O f those still undecided,
all were female.
O f those who gave any reason
for supporting one candidate over
another, most could be categoriz
ed by one or two responses. Those
favoring President Reagan spoke
strongly of their “ faith” in him
and of their “ appreciation o f what
he has done for the country.’’.Less
enthusiastic, however, were those
casting their ballots for Walter
Mondale. When questioned about
their choice, most stated that they
voted for him mainly to see Presi
dent Reagan out o f office.
The totals are as follows:
M
F
Ttls
Reagan
20 28 48%
Mondale
30 18 48%
Don’t Know
0
4
4%
NOTE: This is not a scientifical
ly designed poll and, as such, can
not be expected to be fully ac
curate. It was taken for com
parative purposes only.

★ A SN ER , from page 1
and 46% of this country’s apparel
is imported, compared to 2% in
1960.
Asner said, “ We don’t want a
president whose idea o f a
wilderness area is a parking lot
without lines. We don’t want a
president who makes jokes about
nuclear war.”
“ We need Walter Mondale and
Geraldine Ferraro,” he continued,
“ to change the dangerous course
our country is on, to face our pro
blems realistically; and above all,
fairly. We don’t need a president
and a vice-president who totty to
big business and the military.”
Asner repeated that the cam
paign was not over. He said, “ In
1980, Reagan’s supposed landslide
was really 50.7% of our popular
“ We need your work, and we
need those that you are working
on,” he stated. Asner concluded,
“ Vote Mondale, at least you might
live
to
regret
it.”

PIED M O N T S 50% O FF COLLEGE FARE.
Face it,your learning years are notyour prime earning
years. But don’t let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half fare.To LA and NewYark. And to all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
What’s the catch?Well, you must be under 26 and have
a valid student ID. Read the fine print below for restrictions.
Piedmont’s 50% O ff College Fare. More proof that our
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal.
Non-refimdablc. round-trip tickets must Ik Inirchaxd at least .seven days before travel. Not autilable all day Friday or
Si inday after i roo pm . Holiday travel restrictions apply. C all your traw l agent or us at 1-800-251-5720
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Towing Lawsuit is Settled
Two federal class action suits
filed by Brown University Students
to stop the Providence Police
Department from towing cars for
unpaid parking tickets is to be settl
ed by the City according to an
agreement recently made public.
The lawsuits were filed in May
of 1982 by Christopher Conte
(Brown ’83), Andrew S. Jacobs
(Brown ’82) whose cars were tow
ed from the Brown University
parking lot, Sharon Farkas (Brown
’83), whose car was towed from an
East Side Street and who subse
quently joined in the suit.
Under the terms o f the settle
ment, which must still be approv

ed by the Federal District Court,
the City would reimburse the
owners o f vehicles towed between
May 1,1981 and December 1,1982
towed by the Police Department
pursuant to a since-abandoned
policy of towing, without the is
suance of a warrant, o f motor
vehicles with five or more unpaid
parking tickets. This group, which
consists of between seven and eight
hundred vehicle owners, is made up
mostly o f out-of-state students at
local colleges according to plain
tiffs' attorney John M. Roney of
Providence.
Shortly after the suit was filed
the City stopped towing vehicles
for parking tickets altogether. They

resumed towing and “ booting”
cars in 1983 after the passage of a
City Ordinance requiring the is
suance of a warrant prior to seizure
according to Roney.
In May of 1984 the Federal
District Court determined that the
case was properly a class action and
ordered the plaintiffs to give notice
to its members. Written notice will
be mailed to those classmembers
who plaintiffs’ attorneys have been
able to identify through Police
Department records. Notices are
also being published in student and
alumni publications o f all local col
leges. The notice is published in this
edition of this publication.

-Class of ’85 NotesThe class would like to thank all those who attended the Senior Night at the Rat and the Football Senior Recep
tion. They were both quite successful events.
We would like to congratulate Adele Dantuono on winning $25 on the first drawing o f the 20 Week Club. The next $25 drawing will be at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 9, 1984 in Slavin Pit. Anyone who would still like to join
or needs any information may call Betsy Dougherty at 351-9206. If you receive 20 week ticket stubs in your mailbox,
that means your parents took part, so save the stubs.
We would also like to congratulate Peter Keogn for winning the JRW Formal Llmo presented by JJF III Chauffering, Inc.
The traditional Christmasfest (Semi-formal) will be held on December 1, 1984. Bids will go on sale: Monday,
Nov. 19 for Seniors only; Tuesday, Nov. 20 for Seniors only; Monday, Nov. 26 for Seniors and Juniors; Tuesday,
Nov. 27 for all classes. All sales will take place in the Congress Office from 9:30 a.m , to 2:30 p.m. Exact prices,
location, and details will be published next week.
The First Annual Friars New Year's Eve Party will be held on December 31, 1984. This is a semi-formal event
and costs $12 for Seniors and $15 for Alumni. This includes an 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. Cocktail Hour with cheese and
crackers. At 9:00 p.m. a hot buffet dinner will be served. Entertainment will continue through the night until 2:00
a.m. Along with these attractions will be many other added surprises!!!! Tickets go on sale Monday, December
3 until Thursday, December 6. All tickets will be sold in the Student Congress Office from 9:30 a.m . until 2:30
p.m . All tickets must be bought in advance!!! Don’t miss out!!!!
The Garden Cafe is coming to Upper Slavin by popular demand on Nov. 16, 1984. The event will run its usual
hours, 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. There will also be a Miller Promotion! Be looking for more information and ticket
Do your Christmas shopping at the Christmas Festival on Dec. 8 and 9 in Peterson Recreation Center. The field
house will be turned into a shopping mall with over 100 outside vendors coming to PC. Food, fun, arts and crafts,
gifts and much, much more!!!! For information call 831-2429._____________________________________________

Business Dept. Offers Minor
by Rosemary Cipolla
The Business Department will
now be offering a business minor
requiring 21 semester hours. This
program will start accepting formal
entries on Nov. 13 and is restricted
to Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors. Each student interested in
being a business minor will have to

This semester
earn
some credit
in the
real world.
Life after college.
There’s a saying in the real
world (You know, the world in
which some people have to wear
suits every day.) that goes some
thing like this: “There’s no such
thing as free lunchr

College credit
you can use.
Unfortunately, it’s been diffi
cult for students to take advantage
ofthese wonderful real world tools.
But now, Fleet National
Bank has developed First Fleet
Credit. It lets you get your own
MasterCard or VISA, based upon
one of your parents co-signing the
application.
That makes meeting various
college expenses—like books, air
line tickets, and clothes—very
convenient.
You’ll even be able to get
cash advances at Fleet offices and
24-Flour Banking Centers all
across Rhode Island and at other
banks all across the country.

Pick up a major in
credit history.

Now that may or may not
be true, but just in case it is, vir
tually everyone in the real world
has a major credit card. Namely,
VISA or MasterCard.
They make buying lunch and
■lots of other things much easier.

Perhaps most importantly,
First Fleet Credit, because it’s
issued in your name, can help you
build a solid credit history while
you’re still in school.
So after graduation you’ll
find it easier to get the credit
you’ll need to get your life in the
real world off to a real good start.
Of course, to get First Fleet
Credit you’ll have to apply. Just

Pershing
Rifle Club

visit the Fleet office nearest you
or return the coupon.
Either way, be sure to
complete your application soon.
Because you don’t want to let
another semester slip by without
earning any credit.

J

j

Alail to Fleet National Bank,
I Marketing Department,
I P.O.Box486,
I Providence, RI 02901
Please send me an application |
| for First Fleet Credit right
i
• away!

Address

I - - -■ City

■

Stale

I
/-'P

|

I_____ C______ I

I

College or University

^

have a minimum overall GPA of
2.0 and maintain a 2.0 in the
business courses they take.
Dr. Cerwonka is “ very en
thusiastic” about this new pro
gram. “ I’ve talked to many
students who are interested in
this.” He says that this program
“ gives the non-business major a
background, although somewhat
limited, in business.”
The spectrum of courses offered
to the non-business major consists
of: Micro Economics; Accounting
105 or 2 semesters o f Accounting;
a Human Relations Course;
Marketing Management; Math 107
or higher; Marketing; Financial
Principles; and Decision Making.
The 2 latter courses will be open on
next year’s board and will not be
offered this semester. This will only
affect the Senior class of this year.
Students who want to take
business courses often find them
closed, but a student minoring in
business will be allowed to register
with the business majors. This pro
gram was proposed at the end of
last year when the Faculty Senate
passed the legislation and the Presi
dent signed it.

____

Flee t National Bank
THE PERSONAL RESOURCE'"
A n E q u a l O p p o rtu n ity L e n d e r

The best Pershing Rifle unit in
New England, PC’s Kilo Com
pany, is o ff to a great start again
this year. New officers have been
elected and the group is as active
as ever.
They are now planning for their
field training exercise on November
9-11. The weekend will consist of
patrolling and squad movements.
This will be a good test of ability
for those members attending
ROTC Advanced Camp this sum
mer and a challenge for everyone
involved.
The unit will also be providing
the Color Guard and 21 Gun Salute
for Veterans Day. The annual
ceremony will take place on
November 7 at 3:00 p.m. in front
of Harkins Hall.
If you are interested in joining
Pershing Rifles, now is the time.
All are invited to join. If you en
joy a good challenge, one even
after another, this is the organiza
tion for you. Youll never be bored
with this group. Visit them during
their regular meetings Mondays at
4:00 p.m. in AL 160. You can also
visit their office during the week.
It is located across from the ROTC
offices. Have you got what it takes
to meet the challenge?
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BOP NEWS
Films presents....
Two days aim this girl showed lip naked al the Statue of Liberty.
For Alan Bauer, it wa.'- lure at first sight.
r |
Now, everjone is chasing her...
trj ing to prove she’s a mermaid.
From the first laugh, youll he hooked!

November 12

Monday
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.
’64 Hall
Adm.: $1.00

Special Events presents....

★ Coffeehouse ★
at the

P

Last Resort
with Singer

Steve Allen i

DANCE PARTY
Friday
November 9th
at the
Last Resort
9-1:00 a.m.
featuring a DJ

Ice Cream
Sundaes
9-12:007*1.00 adm.
Popcorn & Refreshments
All ages welcome.

featuring
a D.J.
November 17, 1984
Saturday

Watch for
Details

Juniors
Have A
Great Time
at JRW
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EDITORIALS
Improvements at Raymond Cafe
According to Survey Results
Remember when there was no salad bar?
Remember when you didn’t have the option o f the deli line?
Remember when there was no meat entree on Friday—ever?
Remember when the hamburgers wee never fully cooked? O.K., so
the hamburgers still aren’t well done, but The Cowl would like to
recognize and praise Raymond Cafeteria for the improvements they have
made, especially this semester.
A few weeks ago the Food Committee of Providence College handed
out food surveys on Raymond Cafeteria meals. This procedure takes place
each year, but usually the cafeteria does little or nothing about the results.
Finally, something is being done to improve the food at raymond accor
ding to student responses on the survey.
The Cowl commends Joseph D. Murphy, Director o f Food Service,
Mike Haveles, Assistant Director, James Murray, Executive Chef, and
the entire staff for their effort in improving the food service for the Pro
vidence College students and adminstration.
The survey consisted of the Likes and Dislikes o f the on-campus
students. Sixty-eight items were suggested on the list. As a result foods
such as macaroon cookies, bagels, pizza, potato skins, and meatball/Italian sausage sandwiches will be served more often. Also, Friday’s
dinner will now include a meat entree!
The CowI would also like to recognize the efforts of the Food Com
mittee at PC, especially Pam Legere, Theresa M. Conte, Bill Kennedy,
and Chairperson, Christy Julian.

Affront to Responsibility
While it has not been the policy o f the present Editorial Board of
The Cowl to criticize the particular actions o f the individual, an ex
ception must be made in relation to the latest antics o f Student Con
gress Treasurer, Joseph Corradino.
During the October 24 meeting of Student Congress, Mr. Corradino
introduced a resolution calling for the removal from office o f Board
of Programmers President John Powers. The reason for this move
was supposedly because “ One year ago, all student organizations were
required to submit for reapproval their constitutions, and...the Stu
dent Board of Programmers has failed to do this.”
The truth is that the BOP did submit a constitution at the begin
ning of last year, but Congress, and more specifically Mr. Corradino’s
Legislative Committee, rejected it and passed it along t£> this year’s
BOP Board. Negotiations took place between the two groups, bpt
with little progress. The BOP put the matter aside in order to get on
with their business, which is not to play with legislation, but to plan
and continually run activities for the students. This was the state of
things until Mr. Corradino brought up his resolution.
Once Mr. Corradino was elected Treasurer and forced to give up
his Chair o f the Legislative Committee, it was hoped that one would
see no more of his farcical legislation on the Congress floor. Unfor
tunately, it does not seem that this is the case. Since the BOP was
not in any financial difficulty, why was Mr. Corradino, Treasurer
pursuing their constitution instead of Congress President Timothy
Haxton or Legislative Chairman Kevin McCarthy, whose jurisdiction
this matter falls under?
Even if Mr. Corradino did have sufficient reason for getting in
volved, he could have merely reminded the BOP that they still had
to submit their constitution. Instead, he went out o f his way to
publically embarrass Mr. Powers, who was present at the meeting.
Instead o f presenting his resolution to the Legislative Committee as
is the norm, Mr. Corradino bypassed all the proper legislative chan
nels and only submitted it to the Legislative Committee after he read
it publicly. Even Mr. Haxton and Mr. Powers were not informed of
See CORRADINO, page 2
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COMMENTARY
Freshment Elections Reflect Organization
By Jim Freeman
“ Day o f good news” , wrote
Aeschylus, in Agam em non,
“ should not be fouled by tongue
that tells ill news.” It is a day of
goodoiews for Providence College
community, and this tongue speaks
o f good news.
The freshman class (and for that
matter the college) has reason to
celebrate during these cool autumn
days; it possesses newly elected
class officers and dorm council
members. But we should not only
celebrate their induction. We
should celebrate the process by
which the members were recently
elected.
To refresh your forgetful
memory, gentle reader, let us look
at some of the stringent rules at
which every candidate must
carefully consider before running
a campaign. These rules, the Stand
ing Legislation of the Student Con
gress o f Providence College, are
located in the Student Congress’
Constitution, Article 11, section 2,
chapter 1. They are:
C. Campaign publications shall be
conducted as follows: ,
1. A maximum o f five standard
size poster boards, or
2. One sandwich board worn by
the candidate only and three stan
dard poster boards.
3. One button, the diameter of
which shall not exceed two inches.

and may be worn by the candidate
only.
D, There shall be no handbills,
mailbox stuffs or other printed
matter except for those items of
ficially approved of and sanction
ed by the Standing Student Con
gress o f PC.
G. There shall be no compaigning
in class by any candidate.
H. Election day campaigning shall
be restricted as follows:
1. There shall be no campaigning
on the day o f the election.
2. The only exception to this
shall be verbal campaigning.
3. There shall be no campaign
ing at all in Slavin Center in the day
of the election.

J im

Freeman
Miraculous. What rigid, yet
right, rules to go by. To some peo
ple even considering or thinking of
running for office, these cited
regulations (and others) may be a
tad bit too tough. However, to
those who are rigorous cam
paigners, these may contain too
easy political regulations.
Although I did not run for any
office, I write a rigorous pen and
believe these guidelines are fine, for
they compel the candidate to run
a campaign like a real politician

(seriously). Meaning they must, in
order to get elected, campaign door
to door to get elected. However,
these guidelines exclude, rightly,
the candidates to make speeches
and give avoidance debates.
Fortunately, Providence College
avoids this kind o f petty politics.
The process here is more personal.
If any questions, complaints or
suggestions should strike the mind
of the voter, they can be answered
by the campaigner seeking election,
face to face.
The students here voted, I’ll war
rant as I did; for candidates that ac
tually make appearances, or for
candidates they knew and trusted.
For, personal character is political
destiny, and personal character is
a seat to the elected office. One
cannot vote morally from a list of
names that does not mean a thing
to the voter. Fortunately, the list of
names I looked at, had names of
persons I knew, and I knew
because they made the effort to
campaign.
As George Will writes, “ The
public virtues such as the ability to
lead, and the ability to formulate
and administer policies, that ad
dress the greatest of issues, are con
sidered beyond the reach of today’s
political class. So, the electorate
evaluates less in terms of public vir
tues and more in terms of private
virtues such as piety, sincerity,
earnestness, self-deprecation.”

Has the food in Raymond Cafeteria improved at all since the
beginning of the year?
by D ebbie E agan
(Photos b y M eredith M ackin)
Susie Boyd
Class o f '87
“ There are more options at the meals.
Yet, the quality of the food has to be
improved. Thank God for the deli bar.
1 end up having tuna everyday for lunch."

Jo Sears
Class o f '86
Yes, the food has improved a lot.
The deli line, salad bar, and some
of the additions such as potato skins
have made it a lot better over
the past year.”

John Preolo
Class of '85
“ No, the food has not improved.
They keep saving the same old stuff.
But the lunches have improved since
we have the option of the deli bar
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-COMMENTARYAssassination past, present, and
future: The Reactions of Society
W. Samuel Capuano
As always, no one is quite sure
why it happened, only that it did.
Indira Gandhi is no longer. Ditto
for JFK, RFK, M artin Luther
King, Anwar Sadat, and John Len
non. Seems these things happen
every four years or so, just like the
Olympics.
Assassination. Ugly word, isn’t
it? It gives one the feeling of
senselessness, because there never
really seems to be much reason
behind these things. And if there is,
try telling that to the general public.
Reaction to assassination is
sometimes scarier than the killing
itself. Think back, not so much to
November 22,1963, but to the days
following. The “ real” 1960’s
started after that day in Dallas. The
time before was the Fabulous 50’s
and Camelot, maybe more happy
when one looks back, but from all
accounts, a good time. Movies with
Frankie and Annette on the beach,
with the Beach Boys and Jan and
Dean blasting over the radio.
The rest o f the decade was not
as happy, the one us current PC
students grew up in. Who knows
how much difference that day
made? It did change history, and
it certainly changed the moods of
people all around the world. It still
has an affect, too.
A few years later, two men who
made news during the JFK ad
ministration were cut down in the
same year. Who can say what

changes the country would have
had if Sirhan Sirhan.and James
Earl Ray hadn’t wanted to become
news items? Bobby’s death had the
same tearful reaction his brother’s
did and indirectly was a reason for
a very violent Democratic Conven
tion that year. How different
would things be today if we would
have had a second Kennedy as
President. Or if Martin Luther
King was still pleading to blacks
and whites non-violence. In the
aftermath o f his shooting, non
violence is exactly what there
wasn’t.

Sam
Speaks
Reaction. Why do people do
what they do after certain (dare I
say) heroes are cut down? Maybe
because there is nothing else they
can do at that point. Very seldom
do people react in a way the deceas
ed person would have wanted. That
is what made the John Lennon
tragedy as soothing as it could have

been under the circumstances. It is
just too bad that such a peaceful
demonstration had to be started
because of such a violent act.
Unfortunately this kind of reac
tion is the exception rather than the
rule. Rajiv Gandhi’s first crisis as
India’s Prime Minister is to try to
control violence which has led to
over 500 deaths.
That is a lot o f dead people,
folks. It’s kind of hard to put in
perspective, because as bad as
things have been in this country, we
have never seen anything like this.
Once again the question: Why
do people react in such ways? I
can’t say this time it’s because there
is nothing else they can do. This
situation is as senseless as Gandhi
herself being killed. It is not prov
ing a thing, India, I promise you.
Wake up and smell the coffee, get
a clue, or whatever. As Branch
Rickey said to Leo Durocher, you
have an amazing capacity to make
a bad situation worse.
Or maybe you are trying to ap
ply the law of Newton to this whole
thing. Well, if indeed for every ac
tion there is an opposite and equal
reaction, this is certainly not equal.
To anything.
Now I have never been to India,
and will probably think twice if I
ever decide to go. But, I can’t
believe a "country can get so out of
hand, or that people can behave
this way. Stop, look, and listen. See
what you are doing...Not a pretty
sight, is it?

Rec Center Not Crowded
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to the
C o w l’s recent editorial concerning
the Peterson Recreation Center.
In 1981 the Peterson Recreation
Center was constructed to meet the
recreational and intramural needs
of the student body of Providence
College. Its main objective was and
still is to provide recreation to
members o f the Providence College
family. Your editorial seems to sug
gest that the college has lost sight
o f this objective. I assure you, we
haven’t.
Full-time undergraduate students
have priority use of the center at all
times. Although memberships have
been offered to the general public,
there are only a handful o f people
who have opted to purchase them.
As for the remaining non-student
memberships, they are made up of
alumni, faculty/staff, and continu
ing education students and number
approximately 300.

From our observation, the
average non-student member
utilizes the center three times a
week. This breaks down to about
25 participants during the hours of
2:00-5:00 p.m. If for any reason
community, alumni, faculty/staff,
or SCE people interfere with stu
dent use, their use. would be
restricted during peak hours.
Based on our observations to
date, non-student member utiliza
tion does not present a problem to
•our students or restrict their use. If
the consensus of the student body
is otherwise, I would genuinely like
to know. At the moment the only
governing body regulating the use
of time is the Intramural Athletic
Board. All other decisions are
based on the traffic patterns which
we maintain by the hour.
Louis A. Lamoriello
Director o f Athletics

Effects of An Environment
By Robert Mercer-Deruntz
In the wake of a few weird events
last week, a beating and a trash can
kicking spree among the more
notable ones, I must question the
bonds of our community. There is
an inability to deal with the en
vironmental problems here. The
root o f the problem comes from
the mental approaches o f many
students.
First, there is an intolerance
amongst students. Although not
very noticeable, racisism and
homophobia pervade the attitudes
o f many students. It could be the
characteristically middle class com
munity from which most students
come which could be the course.
But a major aim o f a collegiate
education is to open people’s minds
in order to view things from a
diversity o f opinions. It is sad to
cite, but last year many people
judged the playing skills of our
hoop players on racial myths. Now
that the Maj Brown game has taken
place, there have been some peo
ple who judged players according
to their racially expected skills.

spoken together in depth about
their sexuality.
The us vs. them attitude is the
offspring o f segregated dorms. It
is the day to day living from which
healthy relationships generally
form. Unfortunately, parietal rules
along with segregated dorms make
males and females inaccessable to
each other except during a few
hours in the day. The end result is
that males and females on the
whole view each other differently.
The difference in outlook is the
responsible for an objective ap
praisal o f one another. The most
noticeable scoops are body-quality
scoops, rep u tation scoops,
drunken-advantage scoops, and
contest scoops.
An objective approach to things
leads many students to easily con
clude that the surrounding
neighborhood is dum m y. It
becomes very easy for one to treat
the neighborhood as a slum if it is
viewed as a slum. Perhaps this is
why on November 2nd at 12:26-31
am, approximately 3 students went
along Oakland Ave. kicking trash

Cal’s
Comments
By viewing players in such a way,
these students are blind to the
whole aim o f sports. It is not
whether a student is a certain way
that matters, but how others are
able to deal with the persoft. Biased
outlooks do not disappear easily,
but a need exists for people to re
examine how they deal with dif
ferent people and learn how to
coexist.
The problem of coexisting is very
difficult between males and
females. For the third year now, I
must reaffirm the need for co-ed
dorms - it is a very urgent need. An
attitude o f us vs. them has
developed between many males and
females. People will deny that such
an attitude exists, but the bar room
approaches indicates how objective
most sexual encounters are. It is
not that scooping is good or bad,
but the fact that it is so objective.
Scooping essentially occurs bet
ween two students who do not
know each other very well. This
will be disputed by many, but an
extreme majority o f flings occur
between couples who have never

bags and trash cans. If these
students knew the neighbors per
sonally, I doubt that they would
have attacked the trash. It was very
easy for them to attack a stranger’s
trash and let the stranger worry
about it. Philip Slater terms such
an approach the toilet assumptionbecause there is “ a notion that un
wanted matter, unwanted dif
ficulties, and unwanted complex
ities and obstacles will disappear if
removed from immediate field of
vision” . The whole assumption is
that the stranger or garbage man
will remove the scattered garbage.
Unfortunately, neither does, and
the actual creators of the slumliness
were the students.
What ties all three divergent pro
blems together is attitude. The at
titude of many PC students festers
a rotten approach towards others.
It is easy to push the problem aside,
but that is what creates the toilet
assumption, so something which
gets to the root to the problem has
to be done. Unfortunately, change
is easier to ask for than the
possibility o f it occurring.
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COWL PHOTO CONTEST

1st Place
Dinner for 2 at
THE RUSTY SCUPPER

JOHN ROBBEN ’86
“ The Comet Will Pass”

3rd Place
Free Record at Strawberries

MARY T. TALBOT 85

2nd Place
2 Free Brunches at
THE BILTMORE PLAZA

CAROLYN McLAUGHLIN ’85
Honorable Mention
Free Ice Cream at Steve’s

JOHN ROBBEN ’85
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PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

President’s Forum on
Cultural Values

FALL
LECTURE
Dr. Jaroslav
Pelikan

GET TWO EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP.

: SSss-iSi. ffflf*2f

•Is'if‘l *bbkb_'

Speaking on

Culture, Values and Reformation:
The Secular Achievement of
Martin Luther
Tuesday, November 13, 1984 a t 8 p.m.
SLAV1N CENTER ’64 HALL

Sale Books
Michelange’o
Shakespeare
Ireland
And Many More

MINI
BOOK LITE
R e g u la rly

1995

N o w O n ly

7 »9

A G reat Gilt

Magazines

Harpers
Consumer Reports
Science Digest
And Many More

Diversions

Rock Trivia
Scrabble
Risk
And Many More

Visit Our New Card Section
Providence College Bookstore
SLAVIN STUDENT CENTER
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 02918
PHONE: (401)865-2181
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ARTS/
Williams Saves

American Dreams
by Lissa Laffey
Jobeth Williams, the star of
American Dreamer, is a fine actress
who has been given a role which
she has tried her best to make fun
ny. This she does. The problem is
the movie is not half as funny as
Williams.
American Dreamer is a silly
movie about an American
housewife Cathy Palmer, played by
Williams, who leads a mundane life
of being wife and mother until she
wins a trip to Paris. Palmer wins
by writing a story that is similar to
the world-famous romance writer
Rebecca Ryan. In Paris, Palmer
gets amnesia and believes she is
Rebecca Ryan. This causes her to
get herself into humorous and
mischievous situations.
In addition to Williams, Tom
Conti plays the writer of the Rebec
ca Ryan mysteries. Giancarlo Giannini plays the chief victim of
Williams’ mysteries. James Stanley

Tom Conli and Jobeth Williams in American Dreamer: Williams more witty than the movie.

plays Williams’ husband as a
passive and boring man.
Williams plays comedy very well,
which is different from what we
have seen in the past with such
movies as Poltergeist and The Big
Chill. Williams has come a long
way since her college days at Brown
University and working at Trinity
Square Repertory Company.
The scenery in Am erican
Dreamer is very pretty and the
clothes Williams wears are dazzl
ing, but the film itself could have
been done much better. The film
tries to keep the laughs going by
resorting to slapstick, which results
in any sense of reality being lost.
The film is a disappointment,
but Williams’ portrayal of Cathy
Palmer is reason enough to see
American Dreamer. The film is be
ing shown at the Showcase
Cinema. It is rated PG, therefore
there is some violence and adult
situations.

WHAT’S HAPPENING AROUND TOWN
A R T E X H IB IT S
Alart-East Gallery, 725 Hope St.,
Providence. Current—Works
by
M oser,
M cKnight,
McCollum, Heyman, Hare, and
Farago. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10:00
a.m .-5:00 p.m ., Sat. 10:00
a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Brown University, Providence.
Through Nov. 11—“ Hanging
Out,” stereographic prints from
the collection o f Samuel
Wagstaff, at the J. Paul Getty
Museum. Hours: Mon.-Fri.
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Sat. and
Sun. 1:00 p .m .-4:00 p.m.
863-2421. .
La Serre, 182 Angell St., Pro
vidence.
T hrough
Dec.
6—“ Dimensions as Discourse,”
selected w orks by D arrel
Matsumoto.
Museum of Art, Rhode Island
School of Design, 224 Benefit
St., Providence. C urrent—
“ RISD Faculty Show” (through
Dec. 16); “ Weaving Traditions
of Southeast Asia” and “ Out of
Storage” : Rediscoveries from
the RISD Asian Collection”
(through Jan. 13). Hours:
Tues., Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30
a.m.-5:00 p.m ., Thur. 1:00
p .m .-9:00 p.m , Sun. 2:00
p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society,
The Boat House, Slater Park,
Paw tucket. Through Nov.
16—works by Inez Carroll,
Rosalie G agnon, M artha
Guillette and Jacqueline Roy.
H ours: T ues.-S at. 10:00
a.m .-4:00 p.m ., Sun. 1:00
p.m .-5:00 p.m.
Roger Williams Park Museum of
Natural History, Providence.
Current—Wood carvings by
Antonio Brum (through MidNovember) and “ The End of a
Line: Primo Landi, Ornamen
tal Architect.”
Sarah Doyle Gallery, 185 Meeting

St., Providence. Through Nov.
11—
Prints by Lee Bergwall and
Douglas Bell. Hours: Mon.Thur. 10:00 a.m .-10:00 p.m.,
Fri. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Sat.
Noon-3:00 p.m.
Three For All Gallery', the Arcade,
downtown
Providence.
T hrough
N ovem ber—
“ Masterplan o f the Roger
Williams Park Commission.”
This exhibition includes a 4 x 4
model, photographs, and plans
of the on-going construction at
Kennedy Plaza. Hours: Mon.Sat. 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Through Nov.
12—
“ Artists and Disarma
ment,” a juried exhibit of works
by RISD students, alumni, and
faculty. Hours: Mon-Fri. 9:00
a.m .-4:00 p.m ., Sat. 11:00
a.m .-4:00 p.m., and Sun. 2:00
p.m.-5:00 p.m.

ON STA G E
The Moonlight Theater Company
presents selections from the
works of Samuel Beckett at Pot
ter Hall, Kingston Free Library,
Kingston. Through Nov. 11.
Curtain: Fri.-Sun. 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: $4. 596-0277.
Bell, Book, and Candle, presented
by Top Hat Productions at the
Coachman Restaurant, Routes
138 and 24, Tiverton. Through
Nov. 25. Curtain: call 624-8423.
Tickets are $14 which includs a
served buffet.
Cowboy Mouth and Ted’s Men,
presented by Alias Stage at
School One, Hope and John
Streets, Providence, through
Nov. 25. Curtain: Thur.-Sun.
8:00 p.m. Students: $3.
Godspell, Blackfriars Theatre,
Providence College, Providence.
Through Nov. 11. Curtain: Fri.
and Sat. 8:00 p.m., Sun. 2:00
p.m. Students $2. 865-2327.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus

Play It Again Sam, presented by
Playwright Productions at City
Nights Dinner Theatre, second
floor ballroom of the Elk’s
Building Complex, Exchange
St., Pawtucket. Through Nov.
17. Curtain: Fri. and Sat. 8:15
p .m . with dinner served at 7:00
p .m .

Wed., Nov. 14—The Name
J.R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771.
Wed., Nov. 7—Strut, (open bar:
Men—7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Ladies—8:00 p .m .-11:00 p.m.)
Thur., Nov. 8—Touch (no cover
charge, open bar 7:30 p.m .-8:30
P-m.)

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, Heritage Playhouse,
Route 3, Hopkinton. Through
Nov. 10. Curtain: Wed.-Sat.
8 :00 p .m . Tickets: $8-$10.
377-2413.
Trinity Square Repertory Company, 201 Washington St., Providence. 351-4242. Passion Play
through Nov. 18 in the
downstairs theatre. Curtain:
Tues.-Sat. 8:00 p.m., Sun. 2:00
p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
•Call Fr. McPhail’s office on Mon.
or Tues. regarding 50 cent
tickets to Trinity Rep.
O /-n. • », r. j
By Chris McQuade

N IG H T L IF E

A
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
W ed., Nov. 7—The D elta
Rockers
Fri., Nov. 9—Poor Boy
Sat., Nov. 10—2nd Avenue
Frat House, 1522 Smith St., North
Providence. 353-9790.
G. Flaggs, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-2012.
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
Fri., Nov. 9—Safe Passage
Sat., Nov. 10—The Two of Us
Gulliver’s,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Wed., Nov. 7—The Name
Thur.-Sat., Nov. 8-10—The
Buzz
Sun., Nov. 11—Fallen Angel
Tues., Nov. 13—Strut

Fri.-Sat., Nov. 9-10—The Heat,
Touch (open bar 7:30 p.m.9:00 p.m.)
K irby’s, R t. 7, Smithfield.
231-0230.

Every Wed. and Thur.—D.J.
from 9:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Every Fri. and Sat. D.J. from
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Wed., Nov. 7 -C o o l Chassis
Thurs., Nov. 8—Bobby Watson.
Blues Band
Fri., Nov. 9—Hanging Woman
Creek
Sat., Nov. 10-Shorty Jackson
and ^ Ngw Bhje Flame with

Joe Jones

Sun., Nov. 11—The Groove
Masters
Mon., Nov.12—The Coppertones
Tues., Nov. 13—The Detours
Wed., Nov. 14—Loaded Dice
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Wed., Nov. 7—Jill Scott-Heron
Thur., Nov. 8—The Good Guys
(From Richmond, VA) What
N ow
Fri., Nov. 9—The Neighborhoods, The Good Guys, The
New rules
Sat., Nov. 10—Robin Lane and
the Chart Busters, The Little
Campers, Blue Ruin
Sun., Nov. 11—The Violet
Femmes, Rash o f Stabbings,
Mumbling Skulls
Mon., Nov. 12—Tyger Tyger,

Go to Junior Ring
Weekend in Fashion
with

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1984

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERB1RD
AMERICAN GRADUATE S C H O O L
O F INTERNATIONAL M AN AG EM EN T
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
PLACEMENT SERVICES
SLAVIN CENTER ROOM 210_________

Flowers in Fashion
Flowers "in Fashion Enables You to Select the Perfect
Flowers for the Perfect Weekend!
“ We C ater to Y our Individual N eed s”

Ordering early enables us to do the most for you!
P.S. Remember: All Our Roses are Cut Fresh Daily!

751-6240
Comer of Smith & River Avenues, Providence, Rhode Island

Sometimes Why
Tues., Nov. 13—Let’s Active,
Charlie Peacock, Life Boat
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. 351-7927/351-4974.
M arriot Lounge, Providence.
272-2400.
Wed., Nov. 7-Wed., Nov. 1 4 Strut (not the Local band)
9:00 p.m.-closing
Happy Hour from 5:00 p.m.8:00 p.m. with piano playerJohn Worsley
Fri.’s & Sat.’s—$3 cover charge
Muldoon’s, 250 South Water St.,
Providence. 331-7523.
Periwinkle’s, Arcade, Providence.
274-0170.

O N SC R EEN
Avon Repertory Cinema, 260
Thorpe St., Providence. 421-3315.
Brown University Film Society,
Providence. 863-3178, 863-2191.
Castle Theatre, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
The Karate Kid—7:00, 9:15
Ghost Busters—7:00, 9:15
Sat. and Sun.—matinees at 1:00
and 3:15
Wed.—matinee at 1:00
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Thief of Hearts—1:05, 3:10,
5:10, 7:25, 9:35
Terror in the Aisle—1:00, 3:00,
5:05, 7:15, 9:20
Give My Regards to Broad
St.—1:15, 3:40, 7:05, 9:25
Irreconcilable Differences—
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 9:45
Mon.-Sat.—$2 admission for
all shows before 6:00 p.m.
Sun. and holidays—$2 admis
sion for first show only
General admission $4
Showcase Cinem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Little Drummer Girl— 1:30,
4:15, 7:15, 9:50, 12:10
Places in the H eart— 1:00,
3:05, 5:10, 7:35, 9:55, 12:05
Terminator—1:05, 3:05, 5:05,
7:35, 9:55, 11:55
Teachers—1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:40
10:00, 12:00

American Dreamer— 1:15, 3:15,
5:15, 9:45, 11:35
First Born—1:30, 3:20, 5:20,
7:25, 9:30, 11:40
Body Double—1:00, 3:00, 5:00,
7:30, 9:50, 11:50
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Give My Regards to Broad
St.—1:15, 3:40, 7:05, 9:25
Country— 1:00, 3:10, 5:20,
7:30, 9:40
Thief of Hearts—1:05, 3:10,
5:10, 7:25, 9:35
$2 admission for shows before
6:00 p.m.
General admission $4
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ENTERTAINMENT
Steve Landesberg:
A Disappointing Routine
by Lucretia DiSanto
Last Thursday the BOP
presented Steve Landesberg, who
played D ietrich on Barney
Miller. Held in Alumni Gym, the
event had all the makings of a funfilled evening. It took off with a
bang with the comedy o f Charlie
Hall and Frank O’Donnell, but un
fortunately slowed down with the
appearance o f Steve Landesberg.
As the crowd began to grow, so
did the excitement. Eventually just
over 1,000 people filled the gym,
including parents and members of
the community.
The first to enter the spotlight
was Charlie Hall, a veteran come
dian to PC. The first Last Resort
of the year featured Hall, and he
was well-received. (The crowd last
Thursday enjoyed his jokes about
the community he knows so well.)
A former RISD student, hall
used his artistic talents to entertain
the audience with his MTV
flashcards. His pictorial represen
tation of Van Halen, Toto and
38-Special had the crowd gasping
for air. H all condoned our
pilgrimages to Geister’s, Pizza
Garden, and Louie’s, making it
easy for him to warm-up to the
students present.
Hall introduced another warm
up comedian, Frank O’Donnell.
Since PC is his alma mater, O’Don
nell started out on the right foot by
talking of Civ, P C academics,
faculty and various other aspects of
the school.

If Hall and O ’Donnell had been
any indication of what Landesberg
was to be like, the night would have
gone o ff without a hitch. He could
not have asked for a more
boisterous crowd. However, when
Landesberg took the stage the
chemistry was just not there.
First o f all, his entrance was not
as vibrant as his warm-up come
dians’. He walked out looking not
too energetic, playing with his tape
recorder.
The short time that he was on
was not an improvement either, ex
cept for the last few minutes of his
act when the audience was en
couraged to ask questions.
Secondly, his subject matter in
cluded an extensive and somewhat
monotonous account of country
music; his view that all Miss
Americas’ are perfect; and, of
course, his insights into the status
of the Jewish culture.
The segment of Landesberg’s act
that seemed to bring the crowd
back to him was when the audience'
asked him questions. We learned
that Landesberg never attended
college. This could be his reason
for not appearing too excited about
being on the PC campus.
With the help of the questions
proposed to him, Landesberg
reminisced on his Barney Miller
years. We also found out that
Landesberg started out with such
show-biz greats as Bette Midler and
Jimmy Walker.
Landesberg, who grew up m the
Bronx, now lives next door to

Charlie Hall and Frank O ’Donnell outshine Steve Landesberg last Thursday evening.
(Photo by Carolyn McLaughlin)

Michael Jackson, whose music he
does not particularly like. He
prefers jazz. He is also a big fan of
Gregory Peck and Johnny Carson.
As for his future, Landesberg let
his audience in on his plans.

Van Gogh Exhibit at N Y ’s Metropolitan
by Rosemary Cipolla
“ In spite o f everything I shall
rise again: I will take up my pen
cil, which I have forsaken in my
great discouragement, and I will go
on with my drawing.” These were
the words of Vincent van Gogh, the
fam ous im pressionist painter
whose p aintings are being
presented at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art on 5th Ave. and
82nd St. in New York.
When Vincent van Gogh died, he
had painted more than 800 can
vases in approximately eight years.
Van Gogh’s path to art was tor
tuous and after a period of failures,
he underwent a deep emotional
crisis. Van Gogh went to a secon

dary school in Tilburg and had
lessons from the painter C.C.
Huysmans but left school after two
years. He then became an art dealer
but after showing some prints
around at work, he found himself
more interested in art.
Van Gogh had a very close rela
tionship with his brother Theo and
wrote him letters often. These let
ters have been printed and pub
lished and are a major source of
knowledge about Van Gogh’s life.
The Impressionistic artists, like
van Gogh, intensified color and
brought their subjects up towards
the surface. Van Gogh’s painting,
Fishing in the Spring, o f 1887
depicts the impressionistic form of
landscaping through the colors and

the setting. His painting, “ Portrait
o f Pere Tanguy (also of 1877)
uses the vibrant colors of the im
pressionistic period and one can see
how the man in the painting jumps
out of the picture. The subject is
close to the surface and has a per
sonality of its own which makes an
immediate impression on the
viewer. Contemporaries o f van
Gogh were Cezanne, Degas,
Monet, and Renoir.
Van Gogh’s art, although of an
earlier era, is being shown at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art to
further compare this older art to
the more modem art o f today. This
presentation is definitely worth
while. So, if you are in Manhattan,
stopping at the Metropolitan is
suggested.

entertaining, he was certainly more
of a disappointment than anything
else. Possibly he would be more of
a success with an older, more ex
perienced crowd. The night was
definitely worth the money, and
BOP should be commended for an
overall terrific evening; however,
Charlie Hall and Frank O’Donnell
did outshine the main attraction.

Hopefully in December he will be
starring in a film about an inept
high school marching band that he
has been hired to straighten out.
Landesberg is especially excited
about it because his favorite standup comedian Johnathan Winters
may co-star.
Although Steve Landesberg was

Interested in writing about plays,
books, creative arts, ballet, clubs,
or movies? The Arts and Entertain
ment section of The Cowl is look

ing for writers. Stop by The Cowl
office (Rm. 109), or drop a line ad
dressed to Arts and Entertainment
Editor, Box 2981.

a unique
o p p o rtu n ity
for
— Math: M ajors/M inors —

BOP Trip to Celebrations a Success
Admit it...Saturday nights can
get pretty boring around here. You
get bored with the same old Satur
day night things; crowded apart
ment parties. Love Boat or the ir
ritating silence o f your cubicle of
a room. You want excitement. You
want to get all decked out in your
favorite dance clothes and head out
to a dance club, right? But where
can you go in Providence if you are
underaged? BOP to the rescue.
Yes, once again, the BOP came
through for us by organizing a trip
to Boston’s Celebrations for Satur
day, November 3rd. For those of
you who never read publicity
posters and therefore missed out on
the fun, let me explain.
Approximately 150 students had
a reason to celebrate last Saturday
night as they boarded the three
yellow school buses. They were on
their way to Celebrations in
Boston. Like most trips, the bus
ride was part o f the fun. Students

were all set to party (some came
prepared-if you catch my drift!)
Anticipation filtered throughout
the bus as the engine started and
the wheels began to move. The girls
were all dressed up in high heels,
mini skirts and lip gloss, and the
guys were dressed up in their
designer jeans and leather jackets
(John Travolta style). The night air
was cold and damp, but friendly
conversation provided for warmth.
After what seemed like an eter
nity we reached Boston. The city
lights welcomed us as PC students
screamed “ We’re Here!” Upon
reaching Celebrations, the pride of
the students came shining through;
for, in front o f the building in big
red letters, a sign read: “ Welcome
Providence College” .
Once inside, students found
comfortable nooks and establish
ed themselves. Some hit the bars
while others the dance floor. The
celebration began! Some heavy

socializing took place as PC
students mingled with BU and BC
students. Members o f the BOP
where making sure all was well.
Bouncers were on the lookout for
underaged students with alcoholic
beverages in their hands. Needless
to say, our PC students remained
“ legal” so to speak. Many stayed
away from the bars as a result of
pre-partying. They danced
themselves sober until 1:00 am
when the BOP people began signal
ing them to get their coats and head
for the buses. Some had to be pull
ed o ff the dance floor. Finally the
crowded buses were on their way
back to Providence. As they left,
students screamed, “ Bye-we’ll see
you next year!”
Saturday night in Boston was a
total success. We have the BOP to
thank for that. They deserve a
round o f applause. Who knows, if
we applaud loud enough, they may
schedule another trip to Boston’s
Celebrations this year!

I
The toughest job
you'll ever love

m

For you and the world itself. As a Peace Corps volun
teer, you can put your degree to work at a challeng
ing, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be
meeting new people, learninga new language, exper
iencing a new culture and gaining a whole new out
look. And while you're building your future you’ll
help people in developing countries in the critical
area of math education. You can help better educate
teachers and students in mathematics, resulting in
better employment prospects for students and the
developing countries overall ability to haveaccess to
the higher technologies critical to their develop
ment efforts. The financial rewards may not be great,
but as a Peace Corps volunteer, your opportunity for
growth is certain.

N O V E M B E R 7, SLAVIN. HA L L
9-3:00, s e ni or interviews,
Co un s e l i n g & C a r e e r Plan.
3:30, f i lm & in fo rm at io n in
Rm. 203.
Call 865-2305.

8
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Landesberg Speaks About
Making It in Show Business
by Suzanne Grande

Landesbern, from Barrey Miller, relates his success story to Cowl Assistant Editor
Suzanne M. Grande.

A d v e n tu re s o f

“That’s the way (show) business
works,” said comedian Steve
Landesburg, “ It’s who sees you
when you perform and who you
know.”
Landesburg, who performed at
Alumni Gym last Thursday night,
spoke with the Cowl about his
career as a stand-up comedian and
as an actor. Although actors and
comedians may not earn a lot of
money right away he says you have
to be aggressive, persistent, and
willing to handle rejection.
“ When you start, the money
isn’t that important. You just have
to get up (on stage) and per
form ... any where. ”
After hieh school, Landesburg

began performing at small clubs in
New York City and was fortunate
enough to be noticed by a talent
scout from the Johnny Carson
show.
Word spread that Landesburg
was talent on-the-rise. He then per
formed on the Paul Sands Show,
among others, but his big break
came after he tried out and was
hired for a minor role on the
Barney Miller Show. The pro
ducers liked him so much that he
was asked to come back as a
regular.
The sit-com lasted for about ten
years and Landesburg says that
working with the cast and crew of
the Barney Miller Show was a once
in a lifetime opportunity.

Empire's SuperSaver

Empire Airlines' Collegiate Defender of Low Airfares, Champion of the Student

Landesburg will perform until
Thanksgiving and has not schedul
ed any performances until next
year. He enjoys his work but says
that one shortcoming of his profes
sion is the amount o f time he has
to spend “ on the road” .
After a little rest and relaxation,
he plans to return to his first love-acting—and will star in a movie
which is presently being written for
him. Landesburg says that not
everyone can “ make it” in show
business but if you do want to be
successful you must be willing to
perform “ whenever and wherever
you can.”
“ Work locally at first to get bet
ter and better before you go to a
place like New York City,” the
veteran advised. “ Nothing happens
before (the talent scouts) see you
and you don’t want them to see you
until you’re good.”
O n-C am pus Classifieds
FOR SALE
MOVING SALE: Dining Room
Set. Double bed with headboard,
night tables, chest, single headboard. Couch, chairs, corner table.
Decorator mirrors 46 in. x 32 in.,
bevelled glass. 2670, 2669, or
722-1215.
Furniture for sale: Excellent for
student apartm ent or room.
Recliner, upholstered chair, 15’xl6’
rug, lamps, sleeper bed, end tables,
Sanyo 21” color t.v. game (study)
table w/chairs. Call 252-6847
(faculty member).
MISC.
DHCAnP: THE PIZZA MAN
STRIKES AGAIN!
RIDES
Ride needed to Fairfield County
are Veteran’s Day weekend Nov.
9-12. Willing to share expenses.
Contact Kevin at 3731.
SERVICES
Need a hair cut? I make house
calls! Only $4. Call 274-5085. Ask
for Margo.
Typist—cheap, accurate and fast.
Proof-read at no charge.
Carole—351-0575.
WANTED
Male rom m ate w anted. 15
Hawkins St. $120/month includes
everything. Great deal, don’t delay.
Call Tom , John o r Jim at
273-4296.
Climbing partner. Need partner for
weekend climbs. Rock or ice. Call
Vincent. 521-4516._____________

Classifieds
APT

Book early and save up to 45% when you fly
Empire home for Thanksgiving. For reservations
and information call your Travel Agent or
800-962-5665 Toll-Free in New York State or
800-448-4104 Toll-Free Nationwide.

e m p ire

Apt. available now through end of
year. Attractive, 2 bedroom, within
5 minute walk from campus. Call
434-3409.
Apt. for rent. 3rd floor. Excellent
condition. 5 rooms—Admiral
Street. $350. Call Sumbal,
353-5183.
FOR SALE
Irish sweaters. All sizes, pull-over
and button down. Limited supply.
SERVICES: Call 351-2325
Typing service. On campus pick-up
and delivery. $1 per page for
double-spaced term papers and
reports, resumes, etc. 281-8624.
WANTED
Part-time. Sell winter and spring .
break vacations for major col
legiate travel company. High
commissions—free trips! Phone
necessary. Send application to: Joe
Sharelli, Campus Vacations, 26
Court St., Brooklyn, NY 11242.
Roommate wanted, from now un
til end o f year. 3 minute walk from
cam pus. Adm iral St. Call
434-3409.
Help wanted at new restaurant:'
waitress and a short order cook:
331-9560 or 884-3375 '
Ask for Tom or Lee

FEATURES
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Meet Fr. Duffy...Our New Prior
by A nn^D ’Andrea
activities.
In terms of my role in relation
to PC as a whole, I will do what
I can do in the way o f example to
lead the college community to a
better understanding o f God and a
greater honor and glorification of
Him. What I will be doing in this
respect is common to every
Dominican. I really don’t feel my
role as prior makes me any more
special.
Q: What else are you involved in
at PC?
A: Since 1981, I have been a pro
fessor o f Latin and also serve as
special lecturer in the language
department teaching Latin. Before
that, I was Vice-President o f Stu
dent Relations.
Q: Father, you were involved quite
closely with the students as VP of
Student Relations. Has student at
titude and action changed over the
years?
A: I was VP during the late 60’s
and early 70’s. Students were more
active, as this was the age o f stu
dent activism. The students today
are more subdued because they
realize that “ rallies” and “ sit-ins”

Fr. Charles Duffy was recently
made the new P rio r o f the
Dominican community here at PC.
Father Duffy has been at Pro
vidence College for years and has
many insights to offer pertaining to
college life, and life in the
Dominican community, as well as
to his new role as Prior.
Q: Father Duffy what is the
significance o f your role as to Prior
to your community and to Pro
vidence College?
A: In my community, I am the
religious superior. I work with the
men here at P C who are dedicated
to the field o f education. The
primary role o f our life is a life of
contemplation and prayer. This is
exercised through the chanting of
office and community mass in the
morning and our reconvening at
5:30 for the chanting o f office and
scriptural readings.
I help and assist these men to
have a fitting community life as a
group of religious men. I assist
them in their priestly works, mainly
in the educational field here at PC,
as well as in their priestly pastoral

are not beneficial in attaining the
desired “ ins” , so in that regard
they’ve changed. The students still
seek active participation in deci
sions, but since the late 60’s, early
70’s, they have been incorporated
into the decision making processes
here at the college, so there is no
reason for them to knock down
doors anymore!
Q: Father you have seen the disrup
tion caused here at PC by the rise
in drinking age. What are your
feelings/solution, if any, to the
continuing problems?
A: Well, it’s obvious that the drink
ing restrictions have gotten tighter
every year. We have to realize that
we are getting incoming freshmen
from states where the drinking age
is 18, 19, or 20. Consequently,
there is an adjustment these
students have to make. Some
students feel for a while that they
can’t accept the change. Well, they
will eventually learn to accept it
when it’s enforced. So I view it as
a passing difficulty, a “ phase” ,
some students must go through.

'he

"CW Pr'° r 0 f ,he Dominican Community at PC. (See re
lated news story on page 1 .)

Since the law will be enforced, the
students will have to accommodate
and acclimate themselves. They
have to respond to new demands.
This is a lesson about change they
will take through life. O f course,
law enforcers will be tolerant in the
beginning, but you can’t presume
on their good graces! The drinking
law is like the speeding law. You
might not always get caught, but
when you do, you pay!

Q: Father D., could you state your
main objective of your role as
prior?
A: I wish to fulfill the obligations
listed in the Dominican Constitu
tion, which is to accomplish work
instituted to us as an order, and
serve the-ends of the Church. I
would also like the students to
know I will be delighted to approve
certain activities related with the
Dominican community.

Follow Up:

Hacky Sack?
What’s That?

Samaritans Give Advice
Several weeks ago The Cowl
printed an article giving informa; tion about the Samaritans. Here is
a release that they sent us as a
follow-up.
Maybe you’ve thought about
killing yourself. It’s O.K. to admit
it.
Everybody wonders. Questions.
Asks themselves if there’s any
chance of finding a place in this
world. Or succeeding. O r just stay
ing alive.
Many kids are depressed because
their parents are divorced, or their
grades are poor, or they just broke
up with a boyfriend or girlfriend,
or they didn’t make the soccer

by Ellen Evans
“ Hacky-sack” is a name many
students are unfamiliar with.
A hacky-sack is a little ball wrap
ped in leather. In appearance, it is
designed like a baseball, as it too
is seamed. In size it is only a little
larger than a golfball.
The hacky-sack was originally
made for professional soccer
players in order to sharpen their
skills and quicken their reflexes.
The rules o f the game hacky-sack
are simple. A group o f people are
gathered in a circle. The object of
the game is to maneuver the hackysack around the circle without let
ting it hit the ground.
There is no competition but
rather a team spirit because
everyone is working together to
reach the goal o f getting the
hacky-sack around the circle. The
only real stipulation in the game is
that one cannot serve to himself.

Fr. Charles DUff> 'S

Although the rules of the game
are simple, playing it is quite
another m atter. Anyone who
would like to see a game in progress
or would like to try it themselves

WEEKLY JUMBLE

should stroll by Slavin Center on
any given day. If the weather is
nice, most likely a game will be go
ing on.

The fact is life can be hard and
lonely sometimes. And there’s no
real reason why it should be that
way. That’s just the way it is.
.There’s no way to sugarcoat life;
it doesn’t come wrapped in pretty
colored foil.
Talking helps. Sometimes it’s the

only thing that does. You know,
sharing the burden. Lightening the
load. Because you’re lonely,
doesn’t mean you’re alone.
If you’re feeling lonely or
depressed, talk to someone you
respect. If you’d like to talk to
someone anonymously, call us.
The Samaritans. You can discuss
your feelings openly and honestly
without revealing who you are to
anyone. You won’t even be asked.
And you’ll find out how good it
can feel just to talk.
Remember, things can seem very
bad sometimes. But these times
don’t always last forever.
Number 2 on the charts and still
climbing.
Suicide is now thought to be the
second leading cause of death
among kids. And rising rapidly. It
may even be first, but we can’t say
for sure. It’s difficult to get an ac
curate count, because many times
suicides are reported as accidents.

See SAMARITANS, page 14

by Maureen Grady

Unscramble these four jumbles,
one letter to each square, to
form four ordinary words

BRING THIS AD INTO OUR
GLEMBY HAIR SALON FOR...

IRPEOFORF
$5 OFF the regular price

FT i i n i i n

for your new Great Look
•Glemby Fitness Shampoo
and Conditioner samples
•Receive your student dis
count card for 25% off
any service all year long.

CEAIDSL
Q

' l

I

I

□

ATLBOPRT

ri.,1 do i u
IATBSH
n i i i 1x3
Answers to last week’s jumble:
ligament • display • monopoly • skillful
PUMP-"K1NS”

Name of a movie and
a.hockey player’s
power swing.

Cannot be redeemed for cash. Limit
one per customer. Not applicable to
already discounted services or other
special offers. Offer expires 11/17/84

The Glemby Salon at
Now arrange the circled
letters to form the
surprise answer as
suggested by the
cartoon.

Cherry, Webb
&Touraine
Downtown Providence
421-1111
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Goddard’s: Lunch with Style
by Christine Merlo
The unique atm osphere,
delicious entrees, and modern
decor, make Goddard’s, located on
the main level of the Biltmore
Hotel, an excellent choice for
lunch.
N estled inside this quaint
restaurant are large wicker chairs
accompanied by tables covered
with red cloth and straw mats. Ex
plants hang in large showcase
windows as mellow jazz combines
with soft lighting to create just the
ight mood.
The menu was filled with a
varied assortment of appetizers,
full course entrees and sandwiches.
In addition to the regular items on
the menu, Goddard’s also offers a
daily chef special and a special pita
sandwich or croissant.
had a French Dip au jus, made
with warm, freshly sliced beef on

a serving of crunchy French bread.
The meal arrived on a colorful
plate consisting of a side order of
p o ta to salad, a wedge of
watermelon, and a slice o f orange
with a strawberry. The sandwich
was quite good.
One o f my companions started
their meal with a cup of minestrone
soup. Although the broth was quite
thin, the stock was full of
vegetables and my friend seemed to
enjoy it.
He continued his lunch with a
tuna fish sandwich on a Kaiser roll,
a side order o f cole slaw, and the
stan d ard
fruit condim ents
(w aterm elon, orange,
and
strawberry). He was very pleased
with his choice.
My other friend chose the crois
sant special which consisted of
roast beef, tomato, and boursaige
cheese. Her meal was accompanied
by a small garden salad made with ■

★ SA M A RITAN S, from page 13
We don’t want you or a friend to
be one of those accidents.
Myths and Facts about Suicide.
“ People who talk about it, don’t
do it.”
Not true. Before attempting
suicide, kids often make direct
comments about how they might as
well be dead. Or that friends and
relatives would be better off
without them. Suicide threats
should always be taken seriously.
They’re a sign of danger and a cry
for help.
People who try to kill themselves
and fail are likely to try again.
That’s a fact. Four out of five per
sons who succeed in killing
themselves have made at least one
previous attempt.
A friend who suddenly takes on
a whole new personality, becomes
w ithdraw n,
u n friendly
or
disinterested, or takes unnecessary
chances for no apparent reason
may be having suicidal feelings.
Giving away prized possessions,
favorite records or tapes, books,
jewelry or clothes, may be a sign
that a friend is saying goodbye for

How to Help.
If a friend mentions suicide to
you, you don’t have to be afraid to
talk about it. Your willingness to
talk will show your friend that you
don’t look down at them for hav
ing such feelings. Ask if any
specific suicide plans have been
made. Your discussion won’t en
courage your friend to go through
with the plan. On the contrary, it
will help him or her to know that
someone is willing to be a friend.
Don’t offer easy answers. Don’t
say “ Think how much better off
you are than most people.” This
will only make a suicidal person
feel more guilty and worthless than
before.
D on’t take too much respon
sibility on yourself. A seriously
suicidal person neejis professional
Get help. Suggest to your friend
that he or she get professional help,
or call a suicide prevention center.
Like the Samaraitans. Or whatever
similar organization serves your

Pilot.
' he Better
ballpoint
pen.
W ien it runs out
you won’t have to.
The excitiag Pilot ballpoiat. It's got everything
goiag for it. Smoother writing. Specially designed
fiager ribbiag for coatiaaal writiag coaifort.
Staialess steel poiat. Taagstea carbide ball. Per
fectly balaaced. A choice of atediaai or fiae
poiats. Aad best of ali...yoa’ll sever throw it oat.
Jast slip ia a 39c refill aad yoa’re ready to write
agaia. So aext tiaK
yoar old scratchy
see-thra pea raas
oat, raa oat aad get
the best The 68c

fw o fl

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
Barnes & Noble Bookstore, Providence College
Providence, RI 02918
(401) 865-2181

fresh greens in a vinegarette dress
ing. She too was quite pleased with
her selection.
Although none o f us indulged in
dessert, the tantalizing treats menu
included such culinary delights as
cheesecake, carrot cake, and ice
cream.
The entire lunch, including cof
fee and a tip, was $21.00. Lunch
is served Monday through Satur
day from 11:00 a.m. until 3:00
p.m. and the restaurant is conve
niently located near a downtown
Providence bus stop.
For a pleasant meal with great
service and good food, Goddard’s
Restaurant is it.

Guide—the more *’s the better
Food ................................... *****
Atmosphere ........................ ****
Value ...................................... $$$

Rhode Island:

Lace is
Feminine
by Alicia K. Harpootian

The latest comeback in the even
ing wear line is lace. It is both
elegant and carefree. The lace
dresses are designed in a Victorian
style with the blouson effect which
then becomes fitted at the waist,
the collars are high and generally
ruffled and the sleeves tend to be
wide and button at the wrists. Lace
overlays are also popular as they
are being featured over satin and
silk; these dresses are generally un
fitted and free flowing, giving a
look of simple ease.
Frilly lace blouses, both short
and long sleeved, are also part- of
this new line which can be worn
with full velvet skirts or pleated
wool pants creating a special air to
a more casual look.
Lace is fem inine; it is
distinguishing and it has a certain
romantic quality which will attract
attention to the wearer.

Lace is back in style, both in Victorian-like dressed as seen above, and in
frilly blouses. Lace adds a romantic
touch to any evening wardrobe.
(Photo by Brian T. Thornton)

Fun in the Snow Activities
by Kathy Rossbaum
Once again, the cold winter
months are almost upon us. For
some, this season means nothing
more than four months of hiberna
tion and inactivity, but for others,
the fun has just begun!
Rhode Island offers an exciting
variety of wintertime activities
which are tempting even to the
most avid beach bum.
In the spirit o f the Christmas
season, many stables throughout
the state offer horsedrawn hay
rides which travel across the coun' tryside through the snow.
Middletown Stables, in Mid
dletown, RI, offers what they call
“ bnmch-rides.” The brunch-ride is
a trip through Newport, travelling
throughout the countryside across
third, second and first beaches and
stopping at The Greenhouse
Restaurant (located right on the
beach) for brunch.
The carriage holds a group of
about 30-35 people at a cost of $75
for the group or about $2.50 per
person. For reservations or more
information call 846-0904.
The Scituate Carriage Works
also offers horsedrawn hayrides
throughout the winter months,
either in Scituate or at the location
o f your choice.
In Scituate, this beautifully
scenic ride is about two hours long
and costs $6 per person. The car
riage holds a minimum of 18
adults.
The Scituate Carriage Works
also offers rides “ to go” in which
the carriage will come and pick up
your group. Many church groups
and organizations have taken ad
vantage
of
this
around
Christmastime to go Christmas
caroling. For reservations call
647-3332.
If you are interesed in spectator

sports, check out the sled-dog races
held in Arcadia Park in Exeter, RI.
The Narragansett Bay Sled Dog
Club is a group o f people who race
their dogs in Exeter against other
clubs from Connecticut and
Massachusetts.
Most of the dogs which compete
in these races are Siberian Huskies
although any dog can be entered by
anyone.
There are four different classes
in which to compete. There is a one
dog junior class for those age 16
and under which follows a Zi to 1
mile course, as well as a one dog
senior class. A 6-8 dog class which
takes about 35-50 minutes to com
plete, is also offered, and a two,
three or four and five dog class
which covers a course about 2 miles
to about 5-6 miles is also available.
There is a small entry fee, depen
ding upon how many dogs you
enter, which covers the cost of the
trophies which go to the winners.
The Naragansett Bay Sled Dog
Club’s next races are November 25,
1984 and January 13, 1985 in Ar
cadia Park. Admission is free.
There is a refreshment stand with
plenty of hot chocolate and coffee
at the park. For more details see the
Providence Sunday Journal.
One o f the more thrilling and
crazy wintertime events which takes
place in Rhode Island every year,
is the Mid-Winter Surfing Cham
pionship, run by the Eastern
Surfers Association.
Every year for the past sixteen
years, on the coldest, most dismal
weekend o f the winter, these die
hard E.S.A. members hit the
beaches! This may seem a little
“ off the wall” and in fact, that’s
exactly what it is supposed to be,
says Peter Panagiotis, the best
waves in New England occur dur
ing the wintertime.
Apparently, there was a great de
m and for this mid-winter
competition.

In essence, it “ separates the men
from the boys,” says Panagiotis.
"In the winter when the weather is
just really rotten the ‘primadonnas’—the ‘surf-stars’ with money,
go to Puerto Rico or Hawaii and
surf all winter. I love this competi
tion because it brings out all the
really hard-core nazis: the poor
slobs in New England who love to
surf.”
The Mid-Winter Surfing Cham
pionship is one of five rated E.S.A.
contests per year, in which
members from Maine to Maryland,
including New York and New
Jersey compete.
Depending on the weather con
ditions, some years draw more con
testants than others. A few years
ago, for example when the weather
was below freezing temperatures,
about 20 surfers showed up to com
pete. Last year, it was a mild 55°,
and there were over 100
competitors.
This season, the Mid-Winter sur
fing championship will be held at
First Beach in N ewport on
February 16, 1985 and February
17, 1985 with the first race begin
ning at 9:30 a.m.
Please note that this is an “ oncall” date which means that if the
waves are not right fo r that
weekend the date may be changed.
If you are not so daring as to surf
in the winter, Rhode Island, believe
it or not, also has two ski resorts!
Ski Valley, located in Cumberland
and Yawgoo Valley Ski Resort in
Exeter will both be in full opera
tion this winter. For slope condi
tions or more info call Ski Valley
at 333-6406 or Yawgoo Valley at
295-5366.
Inevitably once again, winter is
right around the corner! But do not
despair, with a little imagination
and some warm clothing, it need
not be four months of boredom but
rather a whole season o f “ fun-inthe-snow” activities!
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Vision for the
Center of Providence
Whether you are traveling by car
or train, you can see it long before
you hit the center of the city. The
dome flashes in the light; the
massive white marble structure
floats on the horizon like a castle
glimpsed in a dream. The state
capitol building of Providence,
R .I., designed by McKim, Mead
and White, is huge. It sits on a hill
overlooking the city; its presence is
as commanding as that of the Par
thenon atop the Acropolis.
What a disappointment it is then
to arrive at the heart of the city and
find a void. The capitol is like a
giant jewel that has no setting. The
building looks out over a 50-acre
wasteland of parking lots, roads,
and largely unused railroad tracks.
An old, dilapidated, and partially
boarded-up railroad station marks
the edge of this no-man’s land. The
tracks sever the capitol area to the
north from the downtown business
district to the south.
What to do with this site was the
question posed in an advanced in. terdisciplinary studio taught last
spring by Assistant Professor of
Architecture and Urban Design
Alex K rieger and A djunct
Associate Professor of Landscape
Architecture Ian Tyndall.
The studio served as “ a vehicle
for students to articulate their
social vision of the American city,”
Krieger explains. When this coun
try was founded, people tended to
view the traditional European city
as a place o f squalor and disease,
he notes. Americans continue to
prefer open and more rural spaces,
by and large. Perhaps this is why
our cities tend to stretch out and
lack the compactness o f European
cities. “ Architects and urbanists to
day view the American city critical
ly because it lacks European urban

qualities, but perhaps we should
look at the American city as hav
ing deliberately abandoned tradi
tional urban forms in order to ex
press different social values, aspira
tions and needs. Perhaps we should
seek to understand these rather
than uncritically turn to pre
industrial precedents for visions of
the American city.”
In dealing with the Providence
site, students were asked to address
such questions as, What is the iden
tity, and what are the characteristic
physical manifestations of each
realm? What, in addition to the
traditional street and the square,
should symbolize, or contribute to,
the public realm o f a contemporary
urban environment? In a society
permeated by pastoral tendencies
and ideas, what role should the
park and open-space network play
in the structure of the city? These
are only a few of the dozen specific
questions students were asked to
think about. Students taking the
studio were also encouraged to take
seminars on “ Urban Public Life
and Urban Public Space” taught
by New York University Professor
o f the Humanities Richard Sennett.
Jim Wasser and David Stern
designed a master plan that would
give back to the city the natural
landscape it once had. Noting that
the site once marked the con
vergence of three rivers, and con
tained a cove as late as 1856,
Wasser and Stern suggest creating
a lake in front of the capitol. The
lake would give way to salt mar
shes. The idea of reversal—of
nature reclaiming the city—is ex
pressed symbolically not only in the
recreated marshes, but also in the
way that water is allowed to invade
or undermine the new plaza that
would be created in front o f the

POETRY
capitol.
The plaza is only one part of a
new “ stage set” for the capitol.
Equally important is a new wall of
buildings to define the western ecjge
o f the site. (The eastern edge is
defined by a hilly residential area
o f 18th- and 19th-century houses
and the campus o f Brown Univer
sity.) The wall of buildings could
be developed for housing, retail,
and/or offices, depending on Pro
vidence’s needs.
Wasser and Stern devoted con
siderable attention to creating a
new processional route into the ci
ty, a route marked by “ events.” It
winds around the eastern edge of
the lake, penetrates into the
downtown, and emerges at the new
railroad station and retail complex
they propose to create nearer the
capitol (between the lake and the
marshes). The old station would be
stripped and left as a ruin to remind
people of the way the city used to
be in the days when the railroad
was king,
Ed Chang and Paul Danna took
a different approach. The grid with
its egalitarian framework, and the
ample opportunity it provides for
individual expression, served as
their point o f departure.
They propose extending the
downtown grid toward the capitol
to create a new area replete with
housing, retail, and office space. In
addition to a primary grid of
streets, they propose a secondary
grid o f pedestrian paths to help
create a more communal life. At
the junctures of the two grids,
buildings are clustered around
courtyards. The courtyard provides
a resting point along the pedestrian
path. The buildings express two at
titudes: they present a wall and
edge to the street and public realm,

CORNER

i’dnever
GOOD-BYE
see him again
MY BROTHER
after he boarded
that train,
taking him away
from me
just killing,
so unfair.
He didn’t
seem to listen,
I told him
“ Don't leave.”
He said it was
his duty,
his responsibility,
our country.
I turned,
Not- wanting
to talk that way,
if I didn’t
say good-bye,
he would return.
When we received
the news,
1 didn’t cry;
didn’t mourn his loss;
didn’t understand.
He couldn’t leave me—
1 never said
Good-bye.
Carolyn D’Alessandro

y

Please address typewritten work with name and bo* number to The
Alembic Student Poetry Comer, Box 1810. All submissions will be
considered for the 1984-1985 Alembic, unless otherwise requested.
but open up in a more embracing
attitude tow ard the private,
neighborhood realm o f the
courtyards.
Chang and Danna would turn
the old station into a museum of
archeology, which the city ap
parently needs. Their new station
would overlook a new common
surrounded by important civic
buildings in the tradition o f the
New England green.
A new ring road marks the edge
of the newtown. “ This “ Arc”
would connect the capitol to an ex

isting civic center and to Rhode
Island University. The students
would also extend an old railroad
viaduct from East Hill into the
newtown, thus providing a
pedestrian connection between the
old and new residential sections.
While Chang turned his atten
tion to explaining in greater detail
the way in which buildings would
be clustered around the courtyards,
Danna worked on connecting the
capitol more explicity to the
newtown. To this end, he opened
up the grid and drove a wedge of
green space through the urban
fabric to connect the old monu
ment to the newtown and the cen
tral business district.
—Y.V.C. (Graduate School of
Design, Harvard University)

Have

Fun
At
Wasscr and Stern Propose pla/a for capilol (1) a lake (2) a wall of new-building
and ncw sla,,,,n W) replace old one, left as a ruin.

“ SOFTCOLORS”
SOFT CONTACT LENSES by CIBA
Colors: Aqua, Green. Blue, Amber

•Nearsighted patients— lenses ONLY

$109.95pair
DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
BAUSCH & LOMB S O FLE N S C ontact Lenses

$49.00

per pair (lenses only U.B. series)

Single Vision Eyeglasses—

* 1 9 .9 5 per pair & up

•Clear Glass or Plastic • Regular blanks • Stock lenses 1st Div.
• Selected Plastic Frames — EYE EXAM— $25.00

ONE-STOP VISION CARE
DR. A. GREENBERG
Family Optometrist

386 Smith Street, Providence, R.l.
42 1-9 5 15
Monday-Saturday 9-5 by appointment. Open Wednesdays.

ChanS a"d Danna propose gridded fabric featuring courtyard clustered new
building (1) a new station (2) overlooking a new common (3) and arc ring road.
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The City That Never Sleeps
by Chris Grenier
From a fourth story window
overlooking the city o f Providence,
one is overcome by the beautiful
array o f brightly illuminated
buildings and steeples. Silouettes of
skyscrapers and the state capitol
line the dark sky. Emanating from
this view is the familiar feeling of
glamour and a “ city that doesn’t
sleep.” There is aiso a trace of
loneliness and emptiness, for Pro
vidence is not quite as glamorous
at night as New York or San
Francisco.
A ctivity dow ntow n after
business hours is virtually obsolete.
Providence, with the exception of
a few bright spots, is a dying city.
Crime and a lack of attractive even
ing entertainment have created a
deterent, forcing people to recreate
and spend their leisure time
elsewhere. There is nothing in Pro
vidence which will consistently at
tract people. Across the state in
every o th e r city there are

nightclubs, restaurants, and hotels
which can be patronized with much
less hassle than in Providence.
The Providence Civic Center,
Trinity Square Repertory Com
pany, and the Providence Perfor
ming Arts Center are the three ma
jor attractions to the night life in
the city. The Civic Center boasts
such events as rock concerts, auto
shows, and sporting matches. This
facility has improved immensely
over the past few years.
Trinity Square is without a doubt
the closest form of theatrical enter
tainment to that of a live Broadway
performance. Running two shows
simultaneously, an evening at
Trinity is both exciting and relative
ly inexpensive. Adrian Hall is a na
tionally renowned producer, noted
for his dedication and success in the
small theater.
Finally, a rejuvenated Pro
vidence Performing Arts Center,
formerly the Ocean State Theater,

is alive and playing various classical
plays, and modern musicals. Off
Broadway shows and other live
entertainment come to the center.
Small nightclubs and back-alley
bars are often the alternative to a
live performance in a major
nightspot. The Bushwacker Saloon
and the Safari Lounge are places to
forget your troubles and drink
away the night; however, beyond
that the entertainment wains.
Lupo’s Heartbreak Hotel offers
many national acts on the club
level, while Periwinkles in the A r
cade also has live entertainment.
Providence, like other cities, is
trying desperately to shed their pre
sent facade and put on a new im
age. The renovation o f the
Biltmore and the addition of the
new Davol Square Mall have been
two necessary improvements. Some
form of lively and unique entertain
ment which is indigenous to Pro
vidence must prevail in order to at-

Providence, at night, emits a new aura and tries to gain “ a city that doesn't sleep
“ image” .
(Photo by Tom Corrigan)

tract the large, partying crowds.
Providence needs consistency in

their night life to make the public
want to return again and again.
Cities across the country are all try
ing to improve their image just as
Providence is. They want to regain
a “ city that doesn’t sleep” image.
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Calvin Klein
Outlet Store

i

-te. S.

In the Arcade
Downtown Providence
Wed. & Sun!

~

Frank Santos
R Rated Hypnotist!
8& 10 pm
Thursday

Mixed Review
Feafututg iifiwteur &
National Comedians!
New Comedians Welcome!
Fri.&Sat.

Veteran's Day Sale*
Sunday through Saturday,
November 11th through 17th
For this sale we have selected only
high quality merchandise, including
some top-of-the-line samples, for
men, women and juniors. •

COMEDY
REVIEW
Top local & national
comedians!
9 & 11p.m.
Reservations:

274-0170

W E’RE YOUR
TYPE
4 2 1 -0 4 0 1
719 Fleet Bank Building
Providence, Rhode Island

From Hippocrates
to the Himalayas

TheLost A r f if \
Healing
Calvin Klein Outlet Store
100 North Front Street
New Bedford, Massachusetts
617-999-1300
Hours: M onday through Wednesday
a nd Saturday 10 A.M. -5 P.M.
Thursday and Friday 10 A.M. - 8 RM.
Sunday 12 RM. - 5 RM.

Ancient and modern techniques tor
healing body. mind, and soul,
the study of the human aura
and
how to mitigate the effects of
disease-causing karma through
the Science of the Spoken Word.

FREE LECTURE
Elizabeth Clare Prophet
Teachings of the Ascended Masters
Providence, Rl Wed.. Nov. 7 7 pm
Biltmore Plaza Hotel. Garden Room
Kennedy Plaza
Por information call (401) 821-2876
New Bedford, MA Thurs., Nov. 8 7 pm
Whaler Motor Inn, Rooms B & C
500 Hathaway Road

also THE INNER WORKSHOPS

Veteran’s Day Hours 1-5 p.m. *

9 Secrets That Are Too Good
to Keep a Secret

Saturday-Sunday. Nov. 10^11 10am
Marriott Hotel Copley Place. 110Huntington Ave.
For moreinformationcall (617) 395-1252
FREE BOOK with this ad—
The Human Aura
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CLASS OF 1986

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
ANTHONY MANCUSO. etal.

A.NO.820319 B

ANTHONY MANCUSO etal

C.A No. 82-0319-

NOTICETO OWNERSOFCERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLESTOWED BYTHE PROVIDENCE POLICE DEPARTMENT FORUNPAID PARKINGTICKETS
ofCivfl Procedure'eC'U,ret*^ *he
^la,esDistrictCourt1°' theDistrictofRhodeIslandandisgivenpursuanttoRule23oftheFederal Rule
vehiclesseizedbythePoliceDepartmentol theCityotProvidence.RhodeIsland
°h*'CourtonthTTOUrh?oAheh|awu1t'9ed’°haUeunpa'dpa,k'"9ticketsagainstthem("Class"). ThisNonceisnotancxpressionofopinionbi
CLAIMSASSERTEDINTHE LAWSUIT
DepartmentoftheCityofProvidence, RhodeIslandand
°fRhodelilanda9a,n” variousofficialsofthePolict
filamtiffsallegethattheDefendantsviolatedtheCivilRightsAct.theConstilutionoftheUnitedStatesandthelawoftheStateofRhodeIslanc
S S j S S j S g f e " 1"" °f 3POl,Cy°f SeiZi''9' ’°wm9«"•* a"dimpoundinganymotorvehicletheycouldlocate

ThePlaintiffs’attorneys,afterathoTOugh9investigat!o°nfhaved'seoverednofacts'orcfrcumstarfeeswh?chsuqqest inanyvravthatthemdividua
Inrf>Hl^n««? ^ ,in^ad,?',!'°,whuhr ou,d’ '[v0opinionofplaintiffs' counsel, subjectthemtopunitivedamages. Theplamtiffsdidnotquestior
andthecasedoesnot includeanychallengetothelegalityoftheparkingticketsthemselves
q
','l282j'hB aws,ui! >had^ " din« abandonedthepolicyoftowingvehiclesbecauseofoutstandingparkingticketswithoul
medefend^nuandieft'astheoMyremilnmg'hsueTnth^
reliefagainsi
TheCityofProvidencedesirestosettle]hea°ctidnon[he°tem!andmndrtfonsEwrei'TOfiersetforthtoavoidtheexpense inconvenienceanc
?™rfir™£„;"ldin'0m^ n.,dnPr0,'a,5'C,_d dl®apon T^eRlaindHsandlhe” anorneysb*l'evethatthesettlementofthisactiononthetermsanc
S
S
S
S
6be” m" ,e” 0 a membcr5of theCatsandtheCityofProvidence Thissettlement cannot beeffectec
PROPOSEDSETTLEMENT
attorneysfor thePlaintiffandmembersof theClassandtheattorneysfor thedefendants*1" °fSenlement( A9'b«ment ) enteredintobythe
tnrSM,i0|hhenJneoemfn’'ah'1dsublel\'p“ ,>iVn‘“"'mgenciesandrequirementsdetailedintheagreement.theCityofProvidencehasagreed
tuakostspaidbgtheowneforhisor°hereagent^foahet^i'S "cfstomgeoHheleh«ll9pluVsi5^a0n'oldJ b/ pobc*dde'c,ibadab°vcfortheac
o^th^^ef^rndantsHb*'theC^as*3"**lmplemen’a’^onOyl^^d^o^Prlnn^enceis^nten^edtobelin°coX
mpbetensl^sfaTtfonc^f(the^:?a?mdag^n25tr^l

F in a l r in g p a y m en ts due
W ed. & T h u rs., N ov. 7 + 8
10 ■3 P M , R oom 102
S la v in C e n te r

Thanksgiving
Fast Day
November 14

Resident students are asked
to skip a meal.
The money saved is donated
for food for the hungry.
Donations for food are greatly
appreciated and may be
dropped off in the Chaplain’s
Office - Slavin 115.
Sponsored by the Pastoral Council

establishesfir r'hP|i°V'deVbsh!*?^

pa|dT f ea<hda“ memberwho. byfilingtimelyanadequateproofofclaim

FAILUREOF ANYCLASS MEMBERTO FILEAN ADEQUATE PROOFOFCLAIMAND RELEASEWILL BARRECOVERYANY CLASS MEMBERMAY REQUEST TO BEEXCLUDED
bePtweelnHMayni0'l98SthaandDecembe??^h9V2a,dOUouTe'hlv“ mPrmoito^veh^tbe^ol'cc0cpanmentwhichmayidentifythosevehiclestowee
CONTACTEDDJRECUY^BY MAIL, youmaycontactplantiffs'atWrn^'ohn'Roney”^ Sphone'mmafuuhMolto^ng” dd^es^ N°T BE6N

Mill-Run Tours, Inc.
presents

$649

London

D ec.

3 0 -Ja n .

6

■ TOUR DESCRIPTIONS '
LONDON SHOWTIME INCLUDES:

•7-day London Transport
“ Explorer" Pass
•Continental Breakfast daily
•One evening o f dinner and
entertainment o f your choice
•Visit to Madame Tussaud's Wax
Museum
•London Transport’s 2-hour
unescorted orientation tour
of London
•U.S. Departure Tax
•Free Entrance to the City of London Tavern

•Roundtrip Air Transportation
From/To Boston
•6 nights first-class hotel
accommodations at the
President Hotel-or similar
•Transfers from /to the airport
in London
•4 Theater tickets o f your choice
from selected plays and
- musicals

Morocco

$699

EXOTIC MOROCCO INCLUDES:
•Roundtrip Air Transportation
From/To New York
•7 nights first-class hotel
accommodations
•Transfers from /to the airport
in Casablanca

CANCUN

D ec.

2 8 -Ja n .

5

2 rights Casablanca, 2 lights Fez, 3 nights Mirmkesh
•Motorcoach transfers between
Casablanca, Fez, and Marakesh
•Continental Breakfast daily
one-half day City Tour of Casablanca
Rabat, Fez, and Marakesh
•All taxes in Morocco
•U.S. Departure Tax

$ 6 3 8

D ec.

2 9 -Ja n .

5

SUN KISSED CANCUN INCLUDES:
•Roundtrip Air Transportation
From/To Boston
•7 nights first-class hotel
accommodations
•Transfers and baggage handling
in Mexico (except through customs)

•All Ujg. and Mexican taxes
•WelcchAe to Cancun drink
••Reservations and deposit must
be made by Nov. 30, 1984
(Seats are very limited)

«. RESERVATIONS It INFORMATION
Deposit o f $50.00 (non-refundable) is due by Nov. I, 1984
Final payments are due by Dec. 3, 19*4
Full payment is required for any reservations made after Nov. 26, 19*4
Deposits/Final payments by cash or money order made out to Mill-Run T o m Inc
__________ FLEASE CALL 336-44*0 — FIRST COME-FHKST SERVED
Price* ere based on existing tariff* end are lubject to chengd.
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I t ’s Y our Turn

If You Hate Running...
by Nicki Hronjak

Jane Timmerman passes to Bert Florena as the Women's Rugby Club ended Iheir
fall season with a landslide victory over the Holy Cross Crusaders, 26-6. Also pictur
ed from left to right are Katie Gentile, Captain Alice Clifford, Captain Kathy Bresnan, and Florena Timmerman.
(Photo by Greg Corcoran)

Ruggers Tackle HC
by Jackie Smoloski
The promotional posters around
campus read, “ Showdown...PC
Women’s Rugby Club vs. Holy
Cross.’’ Knockdown would more
aptly describe Saturday’s game as
the PC club handily defeated Ho
ly Cross in a three half game, 26-6.
Fans witnessed PC playing their
best game o f the season, if not, of
all club history, Saturday after
noon on Raymond field.
Due to excess players, three
halves were played. The first two
halves were made up of mostly Aside players, while the third half
generally was B-side players.
The game was a well-fought ac
tion packed one. Senior scrum-half
Katie Gentile was the first to score.
Unfortunately, the conversion kick
was missed only by a matter o f in
ches as the ball hit the upright of
the goalpost. The score was 4-0.
Holy Cross struck back scoring

once on a number of attempts, and
successfully completed their con
version kick (2 points). Thus, the
first half ended with a score o f 4-6.
The second half added no new
During the third half PC romped
Holy Cross scoring 22 points.
Speedy-back Mary Hick touched
down the ball twice, adding 8
points. Sophomore Eileen Barron,
a constant ball handler, tacked on
one try during the half. Finally,
freshman Bridget Hurley ran in
two tries and successfully kicked
the conversion points, adding 10
points to the final score of 26-6.
The club would like to thank the
coaching staff made up o f entirely
Men’s Rugby players who gave up
their free time for the club. Also
thanks to Donna McCaffrey, our
advisor and loyal ^driver to away
games, and Brother Kevin O’Con
nell, who helped us get over several
obstacles.

What could I possibly tell you
about running that you don’t
already know? No, we don’t carry
sticks. We don’t kick balls. We
don’t even wear mouthguards. 1
won’t insult your intelligence by of
fering information about the
mechanics of what is, for most peo
ple, a natural process. As well as
being a natural process it is a sport;
a widely misunderstood sport. I’d
like to clear up a few common
misconceptions.
Most people associate running
with pain. This probably stems
from a limited exposure to the
sport. The distorted faces o f worldclass sprinters of a staggering
Gabriela Anderson-Schiess im
mediately come to mind. The
media contributes to this percep
tion, understandably, by focusing
on the Emotional aspect of the
sport.
Runnning does not hurt all the

time. If it did, we wouldn’t do it.
Most runners are not masochists.
We enjoy what we do. Of course,
it would be unfair to ask one about
the'joys of running in the middle
o f a hill workout or speed session.
Ih fact, that may be putting
yourself in a dangerous position.
A good runner expects pain dur
ing a tough conditioning workout.
He or she does not expect pain dur
ing a relaxing ten mile run through
Lincoln Woods.
Ten miles? Relaxing? To many
this seems like a contradiction in
terms. It is the kind of relaxation
that comes from a physical release
in tension. Anxieties and pressure
are expelled through the rhythmic
pounding o f feet and drawing of
breath. Running is a healthy form
of escapism from the pressures of
daily life.
For many people this sounds like
a boring alternative. This is pro
bably the most common complaint

I’ve heard about running. You
don’t always have a lot to think
about or many problems to solve.
This is where the team aspect of the
sport is important. I am fortunate
:n that I have two dozen teammates
to run with. We carry each other
through the miles. If anyone finds
running boring I extend an invita
tion to go for a six mile run with
thirteen girls through downtown
Providence. We rarely return
without a good story! There are not
many sports in which you can ac
tually carry on a comfortable con
versation during a daily workout.
I am not trying to convert
anyone. The streets are crowded
enough as it is. I simply offer the
point of view from one of the many
who participate in a largely
unrecognized, misunderstood PC
sport. Winning races in nice, but
for the majority of runners it is not
the sole motivation for doing what
we do.

WANTED
Continued from page 20
ding the Friars their first shutout
at Schneider since last January,
when Harvard beat them 2-0.
Terreri, for his part, played well.
The Friar goalie made 49 saves and
was the only reason the Friars were
in the game at all.
“ It’s not just the offense or just
the defense, it’s everyone. We just
couldn’t get anything going. It’s
discouraging when the other guy
(BC’s goalie Gordon) is just sitting
there, but it’s a team loss. If I stop
ped those five shots, it would have
been a tie,” said Terreri.
“ We just have to work harder,
that’s all. We’ll come back.”

FRIAR NOTES
The Friars were last shutout by
BC in 1968 at McHugh Forum,
13-0.
The three stars awards, an
nounced on WDOM and given by
John Coseegan, Assistant Sports
Information Director for BC were:
1. Scott Harlow 2 goals, 1 assist.
2. Bob Sweeney 1 goal, 2 assists
3. Chris Terreri 49 saves
Ken Hodge, former Boston
Bruins center, and father o f Ken
H odge J r ., a current BC
defenseman, filled in for WDOM’s
color man, Matt Adams, in the
third period of Sunday night’s

Writer’s for
“ It’s Your Turn.”
If you are interested
in writing please contact
the sports editor of the
Cowl in Slavin 109.

IT’S YOUR
TURN
5 on 5 Intramural
Basketball

(Men’s, Women’s A & B)
Roster Deadline

Thurs.. November 15

Ski Club Meeting: Tues., Nov. 13

3UGARBUSH
VALLEY
C

' I 1
|

IN C LU D IN G A LL T A X E S A G R A TU ITIE S
VALID C O L L E G E I.D .R EQ U IR E D ($15 extra without)

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
For More Info Contact

PROGRAM IN CLU D ES
5D A YS LIFTS (2 mountains)
CONGO (on the mountain)
full occupancy
SP EC IA L CO LLEG E PARTIES
VALU ABLE COUPON BOOK

MATT NISBET
865-3380

FRANK CORNIELLO
421-1447

MIKE LEVANGIE
P.0. Box 1806

REGISTER
EARLY
Meeting for trip Tues., October 23, 7 p.m., ’6 4 Hall. Deposits will be accepted.
NOTE: Drinking age in Vermont is 18.

S25 R E FU N D AB LE SE C U R ITY REQ UIRED

L E S SO N S
REN TA LS

$34extra
$45extra

AVAILABLE DATE
January 6-11
$ 40 .0 0 non-refundable deposit
required
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
SKI CLUB

New Members Welcome
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SCOREBOARD
INTRAMURAL RACQUEIBALL 1 G Janice Long, Syracuse
The first intramural racquetball Second Teamtournament was held on November C Barbara Rapp, St. John’s
3.
There were over 30 participants F Leigh Curl, Connecticut
F Sally Madeira, Boston College
in the tournament which consisted
o f two men’s and one women’s G Janet Roos, St. John’s
G Jadeane Daye, Syracuse
division. The winner o f the
women’s division was Linda
A lt Freshman TeamBelanger with Maria Papazian
C Felisha Legette, Syracuse
finishing as the runner-up. Art
F Lisa Angelotti, Villanova
Leonard won the Men’s “ C” with
F Diane Rodriguez, Georgetown
Tom Moylan finishing second. The
G Jane Burgess, St. John’s
winner o f the Men’s “ B” division
G Ann Odoy, Boston College
is to be decided Tuesday night in
the final match between Tim
Cavanaugh and Sean Reddy.
1984-85 NCAA CHAM PION
SHIPS DATES AND SITES
W OM EN ’S
PRE-SEASON
FALL
BASKETBALL
C O A C H ES’
POLL
Cross Country, Men’s: Division
1, 46th, Pennsylvania State Univer
sity, University P ark, Penn
1. Pittsburgh (5)
sylvania, November 19, 1984.
2. Villanova (3)
3. Syracuse (1)
Cross Country, Women’s: Divi
sion 1, 4th, Pennsylvania State
4. St. John’s
University, University Park, Penn
5. Boston College
sylvania, November 19,1984.
6. Providence
Field Hockey: Division 1, 4th,
7. Georgetown
Springfield College, Springfield,
8. Connecticut
Massachusetts, November 17-18,
9. Seton Hall
1984.
Football: Division 1-AA, 7th,
The Citadel, Charleston, South
T H E ALL C ONFERENCE
Carolina, December 15, 1984.
W OM EN’S
BASKETBALL
TEAMS
Soccer, Men’s: Division 1 ,26th,
The
K ingdome,
Seattle,
(Chosen by the coaches in the Big
East)
Washington, December 16, 1984.
Soccer, Women’s: 3rd cham
First Teampionship, University o f North
C Britt King, Providence
Carolina, Chapel Hill, North
F Jennifer Bruce, Pittsburgh
Carolina, November 17-18, 1984.
F Shelley Pennefather, Villanova
Volleyball, Women’s: Division
G Doris Sable, Providence
1, 4th, University o f California,

Los A ngelos, Los Angelos,
California, December 14 and 16,
1984.
MEN’S SOCCER
PC has been seeded number one
in this year’s Big East Soccer Tour
nament. The Friars will face fourth
seeded Villanova on Friday at 10:00
A.M. at UConn.
OCEAN STATE MARATHON
Lady F riar Cross-C ountry
Coach, Mark Skinkle placed an im
pressive eleventh place finish in
Sunday’s 26 mile run. Skinkle, a
Warwick resident, posted a time of
2:30:52.
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
The Lady Friars volleyball team
increased their impressive record to
37-3 this weekend as they captured
the George Washington Universi
ty Tournament. PC beat West
Virginia, Villanova, Virginia Com
monwealth
and
George
Washington for the title.
DID YOU KNOW...
by Debbi Wrobleski and Chris
Merlo
The USFL has an antitrust suit
against the NFL which is expected
to last a couple o f years.
Both President Ronald Reagan and

R-ball
News
by Colleen Murphy

Center halfback Lisa Shaw dribbles down field as the Lady Friars placed an impress
ive second place finish in this weekend’s RIAIAW Championship.
On Friday, PC beat Bryant College, 2-1 on a corner kick by Lisa Ondrejko
(assisted by Karen Joyce and Lisa Shaw) with one second to play. Paula Chaplin
scored the first goal for the Lady Friars with three minutes left in the game.
On Sunday, URI’s Susan Rocchio scored the winning goal in overtime as the
WRams defeated the hometeam. Chaplin tallied her second tournament goal and
goaltender Kathy Cronin had 14 saves in her two day effort.
(Photo by Greg Corcoran)

The PC Racquetball Team con
tinued its winning season by
defeating
UMass
Sunday,
November 4 at Peterson Recreation
Center. The team’s only loss was
in women’s doubles; all other
doubles and singles matches went
to the Friars.
Coach Hollis Gates commented,
“ The team is showing incredible
depth and continues to produce irripressive results.” He also pointed
out that the only loss went to a
tiebreaker.
The racquetball club will be
holding its next meeting Wednes
day, November 14 at 7:00 pm in ’64
Hall.
Clinics will be held by Coach
Gates Wednesday, November 14
and Wednesday, November 28 at
2:30 pm, for all level players. Club
members are encouraged to attend
these clinics and improve their
game.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
Thursday
Women’s Swimming vs. UConn...........^....................................................................................... 7-00 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs. Assumption..........................................................................................................2:00 p.m.
Friday
Men’s Hockey at Northern Michigan............................................................................................ g;05 p.m.
Men’s Soccer at Big East Tournament (at UConn).............................................................................TBA
Women’s Volleyball at Duke University Tournament.........................................................................TBA
Saturday
Men’s Hockey at Northern Michigan ........................................................................................... 7:35 p .m.
Men's Football at Bentley...............
’ ’^ ^
Men’s Soccer at Big East Tournament (at UConn)......................................................................... 1BA
Women’s Volleyball at Duke University Tournament................
..........................TBA
Men's Cross-Country at IC4A Championship Lehigh (NCAA Qualifying M eet)..................... JH A
Women’s Cross-Country at NCAA Qualifying Meet at Penn State............................................ [BA
Suada>
Women’s Swimming at BC (relays)............................................................................................... 2:00 p.m.
Men’s Swimming at BC (relays).............................................
..........................................2:00 p.m!
Men’s Soccer at Big Fast Tournament (a: UConn).................................................................
TBA
Tuesday
Women’s Volleyball at URI (dual meet).

.TBA

Speaker of the House, Thomas P.
(Tip) O’Neill, are strongly suppor
ting the return of Major League
Baseball to our nation’s capitol.
(Washington, D.C. hasn't had a
team since 1961, when the franchise
was moved to the Twin Cities.)
Dave Jennings, a kicker for the
NFL Giants is the cousin of
Chicago catcher Pudge Fisk.
Kirk McKaskil, University o f Ver
mont graduate, will be back with
the California Angels in the In
structional League, after having
played professional hockey with
the Winnipeg Jets.
The 1984 Major League Baseball
draft is November 8.
Dallas tackle, Jim Cooper
dislocated his ankle on October
15th, not on the football field, but
by slipping on confetti at a disco
in Texas.
“ A machine that costs you an arm
and a leg, should exercise both,”
says
a
Marcy
Nautilus
advertisement.
An Atlanta businessman is trying
to introduce a women’s (or at least
co-ed) baseball club into the Pro
fessional Baseball Association. So
far, his efforts in the Florida
Leagues have failed.
Jim Palmer, ABC television an
nouncer and formerly o f the
Baltimore Orioles, has been mak
ing pitches for Jockey underwear,
and joining him in upcoming com

★ FOOTBALL
Continued from page 20
proved to the enthusiastic crowd
that this is a very hard-nosed, ag
gressive football team which is
capable o f putting points on the
board and stopping teams from do
ing the same.
While the playoff picture does
not look encouraging at this point,
the Friars have much to be proud
of. The play o f Steve Bryant, Mary
Tarpy, Paul Brauer, Pete Murphy
(receiver, free safety, special
teams), and Jack Defares as well as
the defensive leader Jim Flaherty
have brought to this team a fire
which was exhibited in last week’s
game.
The next game for the Friars is
against the defending national

mercials are several o f his former
teammates, including Cal Ripken,
Jr. and Rick Dempsey.
Former Baseball Conlisssioner,
Bowie Kuhn, has been promoting
baseball across the world, including
places like Japan and China.
Rock singer, Tommy Shaw is a big
Cubbies fan.
Ex-PC basketball Friar, Bob
Misevicius, who played for Pro
vidence during the 1970’s, will be
playing for the Brazil exhibition
team slated to play the Friars on
Saturday, November 10 at 8:00
p.m. at the Providence Civic
Center.
TH E 1984 M ARINE CORP
MARATHON
This past Sunday, the annual
Marine Corp Marathon was run in
Washington, D.C. This year’s race
included the entry of an entire
family of PC Friars (past and
present).
Chris Waters ’86 was the first
member of his family to finish the
race at 3:19.52. Brother Mike ’82
followed close behind at 3:20.40 as
father Bert ’53 and son Mark
(presently a freshman at SMU)
finished at 3:39.00. Ray ’79 round
ed out the entries at 3:42.00.
The race, as well as an interview
with the Waters men will be broad
cast later this month on ESPN.

champion Bentley squad. A win in
this game would go a long way in
establishing a winning momentum
which could carry into next year.
FOOTBALL FACTS: The
player’s mothers were given roses
before the game...PC’s leading
rusher is Mark Tarpey...The coach
o f Stonehill was once the offensive
coach for PC under Coach
Hanewich...The leading tackier for
the squad is Jim Flaherty...Sean
Fahey is not playing due to a knee
injury, he was one o f our most
skilled and enthusiastic defensive
players...The Friars record is now
4-3...Jack DeFares leads the nation
with 10 interceptions...Bill Giblim
is averaging almost 40 yards per
punt.

ATTENTION ALL PC SOCCER FANS!
Buses will be going to UConn for the Big
East Tournament on Friday and Sunday.
Buses will leave at 8:30 a.m. on Friday
(game time is 10:00 a.m.) in front of Slavin
Center. On Sunday, the buses will leave at
10:30 a.m. at the same location for the championship game slated for 12:00 p.m.
Bus fare will be S7.0O, but If you wear black
and white, you will receive a $2.00 refund as
you enter the bus. Buses will be stopping at
McDonald’s.
Tickets are now on sale in Lower Slavin.
Help support New Engalnd’s number one
soccer team!___________

Free Student Buses
for the Friars Basketball game against
Brazil on Saturday, November 10th—will
depart from the back of Raymond Hall be
ginning at 7:00 p.m.
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Providence College is an active
member o f ' the National Col
legiate Athletic Association.

SPORTS

**Bie

EAST

Number 1 Seeded Friars Enter
Big East Tourney with High
Hopes to Play Villanova, Friday

Juniors Brendan Lynch and John Farren celebrate a recent Providence College goal.
The celebration continues as the Friars, the number one ranked team in New Eng
land, and the number eleventh ranked team in the country, prepare for the Big East
Tournament on Friday, November 9 at U-Conn.
(Photo by Chris Glionna)

PC Wins for Home Fans
by Greg Corcoran
‘The offensive line sparked us to
day, they opened up gaping holes
for our runners especially in the
first half,” said Paul Brauer, after
he had commanded the Providence
College Friars to a 21-6 victory
(domination) over the Stonehill
Football team last Saturday at
Hendricken Field.
The Friars outplayed Stonehill in
all facets of the game. The offense
moved the ball exceptionally well
gaining 328 yards. Most of these
came in the first half, because in
the second half it became apparent
that we were content to stall the
ball and run out the clock. The
defense, on the other hand, played
stro n g
aggressive
football
throughout the game. They were
the cause of four Stonehill turn
overs and they disrupted the con
tinuity of their offense all day long.
All of the Friar touchdowns
came in the first half and were the
result of long, time consuming
drives. Steve Bryant scored the first
touchdown on a 35 yard side line
run. This was the result o f some
fine shifting moves on Bryant’s
part and some timely dowhfield
blocking.
In the second quarter, Brauer
combined good offensive play
calling with his pwn ability to
deceive the defense in bringing his
team down to the five yard line. In
the sixth play o f the drive, Brauer
scampered into the endzone on a
quarterback bootleg. Rounding out
the scoring for PC was Bryant who

drove through a tough Stonehill
goal line stand to make the score
21-0 .

Meanwhile, on defense Pete
Murphy and Jack DeFares had two
interceptions with three drops while
patrolling the defense secondary.
Their disruptive work was com
plemented by the grinding play of
linebacker and defensive captain
Jim Flaherty who plugged the holes
in the line and maintained constant
pressure on the quarterback.
T he second h alf b o r e 'n o
resemblance to its well-executed
predecessor. The Friar offense
seemed resigned to stall throughout
the half as they took three safeties
rather than take the chance of giv
ing Stonehill good field position. In
spite of our efforts, the opposing
offense still managed to knock on
the door three times which led to
the PC endzone. Each time,
however, the defense was able to
halt their progress with a big defen
sive play.
Murphy was the first to come up
with a big play when he intercepted
a sure touchdown pass only to fum
ble the ball on his return. On the
next series the home team forced
Stonehill into a fourth and goal
situation which was repelled by our
defensive line. Their last chance to
score fell short when Owens in
tercepted the ball on the one yard
line.
This latest Friar victory, in front
of the parents of many o f the
Players (it was the last home game),
Continued on page 19

by Kevin O’Hare
After defeating powerful UConn
to solidify their number one rank
ing in New England, the PC Soc
cer Friars continued their winning
ways defeating the University of
New Hampshire and Maine, and
tying sectional foes Boston Univer
sity and Brown. PC has finished
the season with thirteen wins, two
ties and only one loss—a record
rivaling last year’s 13-3-2 mark.
This assures the Friars a NCAA
berth in which they are seeded
number one in the upcoming Big
East Conference tourney this
weekend (ahead of Villanova,
Syracuse
and
host team
Connecticut).
Providence played to a tie versus
Boston University on Saturday.
The Friars were unable to carry the
momentum from the Connecticut
victory. As against Northeastern,
the black and white had trouble
adapting to the artificial turf field
and to the quickness of the BU Ter
riers. PC’s defense neutralized
Boston as well, and after two over
time periods, the score remained
0-0 .
Providence’s offensive slug
gishness continued against the
Wildcats of New Hampshire. After
a sloppy first half, Providence
broke loose. Off the opening ball
o f the next half, Art Podgorski fed
Junior Brendan Lynch into the
right side of the goal, where Lynch
booted in the game winner, his se

cond of the season. Netminder
Mike Pompian stymied the Friars
for the remainder of the match,
turning back shot after shot:
Pompian’s PC counterpart, Joe
Crehan, had a stellar performance
as well. With two minutes left,
Crehan stopped an almost certain
tying goal. M om ents later,
Freshman fullback Mark Leskanic
turned back another Wildcat shot
to preserve the win.
Said Coach Doyle after the
game, “ Offensively, we were
definitely lackluster. Our defense
kept us in the game.”
Providence traveled to Port
land, ME next, facing a young
University o f Maine team. Forward
Larry Hayes scored both goals, his
ninth and tenth of the season, as
the Friars won 2-0.
In the first half, Hayes beat his
defender, and caromed a shot past
goaltender Dan Chisolm. Hayes
added another in the second half,
taking a left crossing pass from
John Farren, and heading the ball
past the shell-shocked Chisolm to
put the icing on the cake.
However, the win left an already
hobbled PC midfield in serious
trouble. John Kuhlman suffered a
leg injury which should keep him
out of action indefinitely as is mid
fielder Andy Stevens (ankle injury).
Yesterday, the Friars, despite
numerous scoring changes, salvag
ed a tie against Brown on the final
game of the season. Senior Mark
Mullins headed in a Martin Hayes

free kick, (evening the score) for his
second o f the year.
Minutes later Mullins assisted on
the second Providence goal,
feeding Mark Leskanic, and giving
the Friars a 2-1 lead.
At 36:02 in the first half, the
score was tied again. Defending
against a Bruin breakaway a PC
player inadvertently kicked the ball
into the goal.
Farren swung. the momentum
toward PC at the beginning o f the
second half. Mullins, playing his
best game o f the year, fed Farren
who cannoned a shot past Barry
Friedman of Brown.
With the score 3-2, Brown scored
late in the half. John Gagliano
passed to John Carroll on his left,
nailed the ball past Crehan into the
back of the net.
Providence, however, could not
capitalize offensively despite
several opportunities in regulation
and two overtime periods. The
game ended with a 3-3 tie.
“ The lads played their hearts
out,” lauded Coach Doyle. But, he
also offered harsh, but not un
founded criticism about the of
ficiating. “ They just had no idea.
The referees gave Brown a license
to hack John (Farren) up. It’s very
frustrating to see no protection for
my players out there.”
Doyle also attributed the out
come o f the game to bad field con
ditions and lack of depth due to in
jury, which tired his starting
twelve.

The Providence College Gridders didn’t disappoint the large, enthusiastic crowd that turned out for Saturday’s
game against Stonehill as they destroyed their opponents, 21-6.
(Photo by Greg Corcoran)

Terreri’s 49 Saves Were Not
Enough As Eagles Soar, 5-0
by Brian Mulligan
W hat’s going on here? The Pro
vidence College Hockey Friars,
after starting the season with im
pressive victories over highly rank
ed North Dakota and Wisconsin,
suddenly find themselves losers of
three straight. Their latest loss
came Sunday night at the hands of
Boston College Eagles, 5-0.
“ It’s simple,” said Friar coach
Steve Stirling. “ We don’t have a
star studded lineup. We have a
bunch of blue collar workers for a
hockey team, and when we don’t
play like blue collar workers, we’re
going to get beat.”
Numbers tell a large part of the
story. The Friars were outshot in
every period, 54-18 overall, and
never applied sustained pressure to
BC goalie Scott Gordon.
“ There was a breakdown in our

forechecking,” said Captain Tim
Army. “ We would get in, get one
shot, and it would be back out of
the zone. They beat us to every
puck.”
Boston College dominated the
first period, outshooting the Friars
19-7, but outstanding goaltending
by Chris Terreri kept the game
scoreless.
It was only a matter o f time,
however, before BC would begin to
capitalize on their opportunities. At
2:24 of the second period, Bob
Sweeney hit Scott Harlow with a
pass just outside the Friars blue
line; he skated in alone on Terreri
and put the puck into the upper left
corner o f the" net. BC led 1-0.
The Eagles added another goal
when defensem an Dominic
Campedelli found Sweeney in the
slot. He fired it past Terreri and
stunned Friars defensemen Shawn

Whitham and Nowel Catterall.
The second period ended with
the Eagles leading 2-0, and though
the Friars were badly outplayed
they were still within reach.
“ Our passing w asn’t very
good,” said Army. “ We weren’t
creating our own chances. It goes
back to forechecking; we didn’t
pressure them.”
The Friars had a chance, when
Army fed Artie Yeomelakis with
about 12 minutes left in the game.
Yeomelakis fired a shot from inside
the circle, to Gordon’s left, but the
puck went wide. The Friars never
had another good shot on the BC
Boston College added the
backbreaking goal at 11:03 when
Harlow scored for the second time,
putting it past a sliding Terreri.
BC would score twice more, hanContinued on page 18

A picture Is worth a thousand words...Goaltender Chris Terreri and defenseman
Shawn Whitham express the frustration of the Friars in the loss of (heir last three
games. Sunday's heart-breaker against rival BC, brings PC to a 3-4 record, for a
fourth place standing in the Hockey East. On Friday and Saturday nights, the Friars
will play at Lakeview Arena as they travel to Marquette, Ml to meet the Northern
Michigan Wildcats.
(Photo by Christ Glionna)

